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F rry walkout d cla red 
  ,OIIIIIBII Olle::: 
Misplaced 
welfare 
By ANDREW PETTER 
Herald Staff writer 
The Kitimat oii Port 
I nqu i ry  Is go ing  to be a 
very  expans ive  business. 
The costs of h i r ing  a 
commlss l0ner ,  s ta f f ,  
ho ld ing  hear ings  and  
fund ing  groups  to par .  
t i c ipate  is go ing  to 
amount  to mi l l i ons  of 
pub l i c  do l lars .  A l ready  
the K l t imat  Oi l  Coal i t ion,  
~he largest  g roup f ight ing  
the proposal  to locate an 
oi l  por t  at  K i t imat ,  has 
asked for  $450,000 f rom 
/he federal  government ;  
The I rony  is that  a l l  th is  
publ!c  money iS be ing 
spent for  the benef i t  of 
one  la rge ,  Amer ican  
consor t ium - K i t imat  Oi l  
P ipe l ine Co. Ltd.  
• The  hear ings  are  be ing 
he ld  because  o f  that  
compan~s app l i ca t ion  to 
the  Nat rona l  Energy  
.Board. The  purpose of 
the oi l  por t  and p ipe l ine  is 
to a l low the f i rm to  
t ranspor t  A laskan  o i l  to 
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Ships shut down 
only three ours 
VANCOUVER CP • Striking 
licensed offlcars on British 
Columbia Ferles Corp. ships 
returned to work early Thur. 
sday afternoon; after Paul 
Waller, chairman of the Labour 
Relations Board, ruled their 
three-hour.old walkout Illegel. 
After a brief hoering In- 
volving represe|ltatlvea of the 
coPperatlon, the striking of. 
flcers and the British Columbia 
Government  Employees' 
Union, Wailer announced that 
::the strike action by officers Is 
• Illegal under the Labour Code. 
"We Instruct he BCGEU an-' 
Its officers to Immediately 
communicate this rul ing and 
this order to the officers and to 
Instruct he officers to return to 
work at once." 
Last weak, the board ordered 
the officers and the BCGEU to 
form a single unl~ to represent 
all ferry workers, a move ot=. 
posed by the Ilconsed etflcers. 
Peter Marshall, a spokesman 
• for the ettlcers, said he was 
"new asking ;all IlcenHd of- 
ricers o~ the B.C. Ferries Corp. 
to return to work, to cease and 
desist from strike ~ction which 
started this morning. 
"1 am gratified to the officers 
that the strike was 100 percen~ 
about the leber problems. 
He said anyone caugM wait- 
Ing for a ferry was given a re- 
fund. 
At 5wartz Bay terminal on 
Vancouver Island tickets were 
nat sold for the 11 a.m, selling. 
Cars and passengers were not 
perm|tfod within the compound 
area. 
Among those waiting for the 
11 a.m. ealllngnwere former 
se. 
clal Credit.premier W. A. C. 
Bennett and Waldo Skllllngs, 
former Social Credit MLA for 
Victoria. 
Marshall said the officers 
d I d .n ' t. attend Wednesday's 
meeting on the legality Issue 
because they were allowed only 
one representative and they 
wanted the entire executive to 
attend. 
NEW ISSUES 
He said the fact that John 
Fryer, general secretary of the 
BCGEU, did attend that me~t. 
Ing and did agree that there 
• should be no walkout today, re. 
suited from a breakdown In 
communications between Fryer 
and the officers. 
He said Fryer was trying to 
arrange a resumptlen of riego. 
tlatlons on totally new Issues, 
successful," Marshall sald. setting aside those which were 
"We haven't achteved what we ~ creating the problems at 
Initially set out to do, the am. present. 
player Is sti l l  not under However, Marshali seld the 
obllgatlen to go ba~k to the officers want the outstanding Is. 
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so what is happening is " 
• that Canadians are A the y of job n h tospondingasmallfortunelook Into a project n o  r ear  c r u  c 
whlch wlll endanger the . 
environment, provide a ByANDREWPETTER. and Klt lmat will not ease 
few short term lobs, and Heraldstaffwrlter significantly In the next year, 
Wlthoot a major economic according to Jim Swltzer, 
@nlybenefit United States development, the unem. assistant manager of the 
consumers,  ployment problem In Terrace Terrace Canada Manpower 
I t ' s  r id icu lous  . . . . .  
If Kitlmat Oil Pipeline UlC-Manp.ower join wants its port and 
pipeline, and if the 
federa l  government  is tospeed lob search 
stupid enough 1O cons ider  
the idea, let the company 
foot the bill for the 
Inquiry• 
Canada has got to stop 
being a push-over fo r  
. every~ fast  buck promoter  
• that  ::~ comes a long,  no 
. ma.~r  what  count ry  he 
represents .  
Why Is i t  that  K l t imat  
O i l ' P !pe l ine  wants  an oi i  
port  In  K l t imat?  I t  Is 
cer ta in ly  not  because  
they want  to benef i t  the 
res ideMs of th is  area.  
No '  way .  
The reason they  want  
to come here is because 
Canad ian  env i ronmenta l  
laws are  not as tough as 
Amer ican  .ones  and  
because they  can bu i ld  a 
The 1~errace Canada Man. 
Power and Unemployment 
Insurance Commission offices 
have been Integrated in an 
effort to "provide faster more 
efflciont service." 
Jim Swltzer, Canada man. 
power assistant manager, said 
that rite offices have been 
rearranged in anticipation of a 
move by the federal govern. 
ment to merge Manpower and 
UIC etflces across Canada. The 
new offices wil l  be called 
Canada Employment and 
Immigration Contres. 
The new Terrace office has.a 
mutual reception area which 
can handle Manpower and UIC 
claims at the same time. 
• Although the files for each of the 
departments wil l  be kept 
separately, Swltzer said that It 
will be easier to cross chock' 
claimants, handle claims, and 
dlscov( F any errors or abuse of 
the system. 
ment whether the new 
procedure Is working.. 
The administrative char~ges 
coincide with government 
Initiatives to revise the 
qualif ication period for 
unemployment benefits. In- 
stead of the former eight co~1. 
Secutlve weeks of work, 
floating system,' based on 
unemployment levels, has been 
Instituted. . 
Terrace and Kltimat workers 
will probably have to work 10 
weeks before they can qualify 
for UIC, AI Morris of the local 
UIC office, predicted. In ad- 
dition, if  'the new federal 
legislation is enacted, the 
benefit period will likely be 
,educed from a 44.week 
naxlmum to 42 weeks. 
The effect of the new 
legislation wi l l  be "quite 
minimal', he said, adversely 
affecting only about one percent 
office. 
Swltzer told the Herald 
Tuesday that the local Iobless 
rate Is estimated at between 15 
and 25 percent, "probably over 
.20 percent." The high unem- 
ployment has resulted from a 
general decline In pulp and 
lumber markets, the 1975 forest 
Industry strike, and the October 
closure of Canadian Cellulose's 
sulphlte mill In Prince Rupert, 
heexplalned. Emphasizing that 
the araB's economy depends on 
a healthy lumber  market, 
Swltzer said, "We don't expect. 
a heavy pickup In the•forest 
industry until late 1978." 
• ButAI Morris, manager of the 
Unemployment Insurance 
Commission Office In Terrace 
was more optimistic. He 
pointed to theCIoverlawn mall 
development, construction of 
B.C. Hydro's new dlvlslonal 
headquarters In Terrace, and 
the proposed re.opening of 
Eurocan's Ioggl.ng operations In 
June as evldenca of renewed 
economic activity. 
"1 ~ea en awful lot of good 
prolecte coming up," he*said. 
Accerdlng to Morris, about 
1700 people are currently 
receiving UIC benefits In the 
Terrace.Klflmat area, a drop of 
500 from three' months ago. 
Both he and Swltzer conceded, 
however, that the seasonal 
nature of employment explains 
Despite claims to the con- 
trary, switzei, added, "there 
are people who are qull i fkld 
and want lobs, but can't find 
them." 
Dan QuIIty, Manpower 
operat ions  superv isor ,  
suggested that 300 families have 
left the region recently as a 
• result of the lob crunch. 
The labour market is now 
receiving an Infusion on the 
supply side as students begin 
the clamor for summer op- 
portunities. Predictions new 
would be premature, says Jean 
Holloway, co-ordinator of 
"but we're holding our breath." 
Prospects hinge upon a 
c:6atract settlement In the forest 
Industry this Bummer, she said. 
In the Industry ere the 
backbone of student era. 
ployment and until there Is a 
contract Settlement, "hir ing 
possibilities are nil." 
The only students presently 
soaking lobs are from colleges 
and unlversltlea ond "they are 
gaffing pla'ced," she seld. 
Over 300 students are now 
registered with the agency; by 
July, that total should more 
student placement officers,. 'then double. 
hours. 
Weilor met with union end 
company officials Wednesday, 
but withhold a ruling on the 
legality of the strike until 
Thursday to meet• with 
• spokesmen for the Ilctnsed 
Workers. 
.Labour Minister Allan 
Wllllams had 'warned he was' 
ready'to decJal:e a 90.day 
cooling off period, forcing the 
licensed officers beck to work, 
If the strike Was found legal. 
The first vessel affectecl b~ 
the strike was the Quean of VIc. 
forla, which was to have left 
Teawwessen for Swartz Bay 
Just after 10 a.m. A Sl~Okesman 
for the crown corporation said 
the selling did net take place, 
PEOPLE WARNED 
Ken Startford, ferry traffic 
maneger, said people arriving 
at ferry terminals were warned 
BCR can make grade 
VANCOUVER (CP) " In lay- to Field In the Rocky Mountains 
man's language, a 2.2.per.cent. has 6.3 miles of 2.2 per cent 
railway grade is steep enough grade, and .4 per cent of the 
line has 12.degree curves. 
A 2.2.per.cent grade Is one 
which rises 2.2 feet In every 100 
feet. 
In comparison, the 464.mile 
B.C. Rail line from North Van- 
couver to Prince George In cell. 
tral B.C., has 22 miles of 2.2 per 
cent grade and 12.2 per cent of 
12.degree curves. 
"And we have 13.and 14.de. 
grea curves which CP Ralr 
Asked If the halted Deese 
Lake extension In northweatern 
B.C. Is becoming more econom- 
Ically favorable, Norris replied 
that " i t  depends upon the cost 
of construction (and) if It was 
our decision or a political decl. 
slon (to complete the project)." 
"We would also want to know 
what traffic would be avail- 
able," he said. "We don't have 
any Idea right now." 
Cost of the extension now Is 
four times the 1971 estimate of 
$68 million, and construction 
to give an old locomotive a cor- 
onary and a 14-degree turn is a 
hairpin, a royal commission In- 
vestlgattoh "the British 
Columbia 
Railway was told Wednesday. 
The provlnclally.owned 
rail. 
.way has more than its share of 
steep grades and curves, com- 
pany vice.president MecNorrls 
told the commlsslon. 
sues settled before going on to 
new Ones . . . . .  
The of flcer:,wbe.l~gan their 
strike ball0tln'g april 19, v0ted 
e9 Ix r  cent to walk out. They 
served 72.hour notice Uondey. 
Slim 
votes 
away 
" OTTAWA CP  - •Pr ime 
Minister Trucleau came within • 
heir's breadth Wednesday of 
calling a snap sprleg election, 
high.ranking Liberal sources 
said Thursday. 
They sa'd Trudeeu leaned 
over to his Commons seat mate, 
Government House Leader 
Allan MacEacheni as MPs 
Slowly assembled for a vote on 
James Be; native land claiF~s 
leglslatl0n and suggested that 
they get on with the roll call 
: Immediately. 
MacEacherV replied that. he 
was net sure the government 
had enougll MPs on hand to win 
the vote. 
Fine, Tr,jcleau replied. If the 
government lost, he would go to 
the people. The g~;'arnment 
won the vote  by a 19.vote 
margin. 
Sources who disclosed the 
Incident said they are convinced. 
Trudeau was "quite prepared to 
go." The idectlon would have 
been July 11. 
The. Trudeau.MecEechon ex. 
change tm)k place ohorfty after 
the prime minister,Joel his tern- 
.perwlth New Democratic Party 
MPs; telling them to "shut up, 
port in Canada faster and 
cheaper than they can in 
the United States• 
But not only are our 
laws less s t r ingent ,  now 
we are  even' w i l l i ng  to 
pay  fo r  the  en .  
.v l ronmenta l  research  
that  should have .  been 
done by - the  company 
before they  even con. 
s idered apprnach lng  the 
Canadian government .  
The  federa l  govern .  
ment  wou ld  do  we l l  to 
take the money  i t  spends 
kowtowing  to  mul t i .  
nat ional  cong lbmerafes  
and spend It  on pr .ograms 
to create lobs for the 
unemployed in areas l ike  
Ter race  and K i f lmat .  
K l t lmat  Oil P ipe l ine 
.Company can a f fo rd  to 
pay Its own way.  
I t  doesn' t  
welfare. 
need our 
• for. Christ's sdke" during a 
He saldthat he hoped that the of the people now eliglble~ to the reduction. Norris sald the 125 miles of doesn't have," Norris told the has been halted I~ndlng the series: 'of queotlo~, on govern." 
public will inform the govern, claim " , • CP Rail track from Revelstoke three.member commission, commlsslon'srel)ort. 'merit pipeline policy. 
, .RETUR  TO THE DUST BOWL? • • 
Wildlife hungry, ducks lost as prairies dry up 
EDMONTON (CP)  " Alber- wan boundary. 
tans may be concerned about' There also Is concern In some 
the long.term depletion of oil areas of Saskatchewan but a re. 
resources but they now are cent government survey there 
more concerned abeut the I~n.' Indicated serious water short- 
medlate problem of water sup. egea are not extensive. The 
• problem Is centred mainly I'n 
plYsouthern and centrai areas of the southern areas and relates 
more to low water levels In res- 
ervoirs than to dry wells. 
In the North Baftleford area, 
It Is expected .limits Will be 
placed on the number of cattle 
allowed to graze In community 
pastures because of a shortage 
of drinking water. 
Most of Saskatchewan's con- 
osrn is for next year's pros- 
pacts If there lea  prolonged 
drought this year; 
the oil.rich province are Suffer. 
Ing unprecedented low water 
levels, which are reaultlng In 
regulations restricting its use. 
In some areas, there iS fear 
that water will run out. 
The drier.than.usual spring 
was generated by a lack of nor. 
real winter snowfall. Men~ riv. 
ere are well below normal flows 
for this time of year. 
The worst drought erase 
wildlife federation warns that 
extremely dry conditions in 
southern areas may have dis. 
astrous effects on wildfowl. 
Ducks can't find customary 
nestlng places and breeding 
pefferns could be affected. 
At Crossfleld, 30 miles north 
of Calgary, Mayor Don Gaffo 
said the water supply for the 
community of 850 could "dry up, 
In 10 days. 
. The 3,600 residents of Olds, 55 
miles north of Calgary, sur. 
rived a severe shortage caused 
when a power failure affected 
two pumps and the town's 600,. 
000.gallon reservoirs ran dry. 
Under rationing, residents 
Mayor Bill Edgar says the 
emergency has passed but 
shortages could continue for 
several days. 
At Dldsbury, 10 miles south of 
Olds, a well has been drilled to 
meet anticipated .shortages but 
the 2,000 residents still may 
face strict rationing. The town 
ran out of water for a short 
time April 24, said one town of. 
tidal, a.nd lawn and garden wa. 
terlng was banned. 
In Calgary, waterworks man. 
ager Calvin Johnson was opfl. 
mlstlc 'there would be enough 
water for the 458,000 residents, 
but some restrictions might be 
needed during the heat of sum. 
mar. C~flclals say the city hes 
~mptlon has Increased while 
the flow of the Elbow River hac 
decHr ,<1. 
MUST CUT DOWN 
Several other "entral Alberta 
comm~nitles--Rocky 
Mountain .' 
H.o u ~ e,  Stettler, Eckvllle, 
Bashaw end Hanna--also have 
been' warned to reduce con. 
sumptlon or face the pesslblllty 
of no water. 
Small centres east of Edmon. 
ton are flghtlng to replenlsh 
their dwlndllng supplles'and 
Vegrevllte, about 60 mlles east 
of the provincial capltah has set 
fines of $100 to $500 for offend. 
ere caught watering lawns and 
gardens or washlng cars; 
government assistance through 
an emergency water supply 
program, estubllshed In the 
1960s. 
It allows communities to rent 
specl.~l portable equipment 
from the envlronmont depart. 
ment to pipe supplies from 
nearby water sources normally 
nat used. 
' A lberta 's  env i ronmcM 
de~art. 
ment also announced plans to 
provide $1.2 million to drill 300 
wells In drought-stricken areas 
and truckers have been asked if 
they will be available to haul 
water on an emergency basis. 
At Lethbrldgeo rationing Is In 
effect for outdoor use and at 
up to $10o. 
AT RECOI~D LOW 
At Medicine Hat, water le ,'els 
in the South Saskatchev~an 
River are at a lower" level than 
bt any rifle.In recorded history. 
The low level may result In a 
curtailment of power 
generation 
But there is one advantage to 
the dry spell. 
if the ho t. dry weather contln.. 
des, residents may be free from 
mosquito nttacks while sitting 
In their backyarde that lack ice. 
Mosquito control officers say 
there is much less v'ator lying 
around this year In which the 
pests may hatch. Areas to be 
sprayed tetal el~ut 10,000 
acres, compared with 2S,000 to stretcheslna T.formatlon from WILDLIFE ENDANGERED could rot had above-normal preclpl. Vegreville, with others in the Claresholm, consistent sprlnkl. 
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Off the beate n traek. 
South seas jaunt 
not out of reach 
by ANN McCABE 
New Quadra Travel 
Services Ltd. 
When the average person thinks of a holiday.!n 
the South Pacific they dream of a paradise w~m 
mira trees, white sandy beaches, bean~nl_~rls, 
~tevenson and Michener, then complecezy 
disregard the whole idea as impossible and 
expensive. The initial air fare is what scares most 
people, but with such fares to the South Pacific as 
the Advance Purchase Excursion (book 60 days in 
advance), individual inclusive tour fares and group 
fares, especially those operated by WorldTours in 
conjunctionwith CP Air, make travel to me ~oum 
Pacific no more expensive t~a_n the yearly.ju.n~.etn~ 
Europe or Hawaii. Remember too, that bete a l  
eating out costs are Cheap in comparison to omer 
commercialized areas. 
Fiji of all the South Pacific islands has to be the 
rues[under ated, Located in the mid-Pacific with 
Hawaii to the north, New Zealand to the south, 
American Samoa (Pago Pago) at the eastand.the 
Soloman's and New Guinea to the wosc. u]Jz ]s a 
group of 320 islands lazing in the sun. Fiji enjoys au 
the advantages of a tropical climate wi~.out 
extremes of heat or hunudity. The mo~eraun~ 
influence of the trade winds keeps the islands cool 
and pleasant. The hotter months are from 
December to February and the rainy season and 
cooler months ran from mid-May to Novemeer. 
The discovery and colonization of the Fijl Islands 
began when they were sighted by the Dutch 
explorer, Abel Tasman, in 1643. Other exploration 
of the islands was done by Captain Cook and later 
Captain Bii=h of Bounty fame. The islands became 
• a British Crown Colony in 1874, when .ffi.ey were 
ceded to Queen Victoria by the islano cbiP.4s. ~l i  
became an independent nation in October I..970 and 
is a member of the Commonwemm ot~auona. 
• Fiji's economy is stabilized by its .e.xp~.r~. of 
sugar, pineapple, bananas and copra, eiji s um]ma 
natural resources and rapzdly expanding 
population create an ever increasing demand for 
new land settlement, new industries, improved 
agricultural techniques and greater diversification 
of crepe. Tourism m now emerging as the major 
factor to the prosperity of the country. The people 
are friendly and eager to share then' way of life 
with visitors. Though unc ommercialas i  E uro]~. 
and Hawaii Fiji is certainly gearea for me touna¢ 
trade. 
On the main island of Viti Levu is Nadi and the 
international irport, which is serviced by most of 
the world's airlines, including CP Air, Qantps, Pan 
• Am and Air New Zealand. TSe ram. t.logi~l way to 
see any country is to rent a ear an~ (rove. l-lowev_e_r 
what you see and do will largely aepeno on.where 
you stay. Resorts uch ~s the Besehcombe?, The 
Pacific Beach, Treasure Island, The Fijian ou 
Yanuea Island, all have the latest in modern 
facilities, superb dininl~ and dancin~..eac.h evenin..g. 
The go~,  they say, Is of ~me olme .eat ~ .e  
..!~o~them hamispheJm.....+, ... :,,~ ~;~"~;~....;~.,:.:.+:,~7.~.~.,7~,~ , , . , ,~. ; ; : . .  .... 
,.,,,,.& 14 mile drive dowa the 10V~IXcoast" i ra= ~am: .. 
"along ~ueer= P~ed brings u~t6 ~e sl~¢~Y, roWe.of ~ • 
L~utoka. Take a day cruise to Maea ~siana tar 
swimming, sunhaldag or a B-Bq. Cruises leave 
from the New Regent of Flji Resort ~ at 10 a.m. 
and return arouad 5:30 p.m, Stay on Num..Island at 
the resort where you will find Fijian cottage wpe 
-,.,.,,-,~odation and an arrap'~)f water activitios 
~a't'a"re'available such as swimming, water skiing, 
surfing or deep sea fishing on the blue, crystal clear 
waters. 
One hundred thirty-three miles from Nadi is the 
capital and seaport of Suva. Suva haste the oesi 
duty-free ~oppmg'in the South Pacific and rival 
only to Hong Kong and Singapore for bargains. 
Shoppers have a heyday selecting such items as 
beautiful Indian saris, wood ca.rvings, imptort~nd 
perfumes, radios, TVs, jewellery, hana-woven pa 
cloth and objects d'art . . . . . .  
One of the best indigenous museums inthe bourn 
Pacific is at Suva, which has a fantastic display of 
local pattery, tapa cloth (made from the pounded 
bark of the Mulberry tree) and relics of cannib~ 
days that include masks, tribal costumes and 
ceremonial vessels. 
There are outrigger cruises of Suva Harbo~ and 
half and full day cruises in glass bottometl ~uats 
around the coral reefs. I f  you are lucky you will 
have the good fortune to arrive in Suva.i.n mid- 
August in time for the Hibiscus u'estival. TInS is an 
eight day spree that includes gala parades, 
performances bythe Fiji Military Forces and the 
renowned Fiji police band, ~plus m.e un.usu~ 
performance of the "Bequa Imana u-n'ewaumrs 
tops the festival. . , 
The coral reefs that enclose thp islands ealm 
waters are especially rewarding'f~ skindivers., off 
Suva, Koroleva nd Lautolm. The aeep sea fismng 
is among the best inlthc world. Fishermen marvel 
~t such catches blue, black and striped marlin, 
and shark and then still 
es .at~s/ . 
tuna, saflfish,.,barracuna 
dream of t!1~one that got away. Fully equipped 
fishing lat~ches can be chartered at most hotels 
and throd~h tourist agencies throughout the 
country, ou~l' Eating i~I Fi~i can be a gastronomical delight, 
especially if bbe s palate strays tosea f .o~ds;. 
prawns (giant shrimp), scallops, oysters, nsn or, 
description cooked or marinated in lemon 
and eaten 
r ~ eve. 
juice raw.Stone roasted suckling plg, 
Indian curries, fresh tropical fruit such as paw pew 
(paEaya) , passion fruit and bananas are readily 
avadable. All wine.s\and liquors are imported and 
served British style without ice. However, as in 
most tropical,~untrtes beer is the favorite drink. 
Do try some Yagona - a non.alcoholic drink made 
from pepper oots that has a slightly spicy taste. _,. 
_..I 
STEELWORKERS TOLD 
Wage controls program 
shows labour too weak 
By GINNY GALT 
• WINNIPEG (CP) - -  The fed- 
~a l  controls program proved 
fl~at he union movement has no 
l'eal collective power, Joe Mer- 
,is, president of the 2.3.million- 
member Canadian Labor Con- 
gress (CLC), said Thursday. 
" i f  we do not reerganlze and 
delegate power to the centre, 
rite emerging economic and pa- 
Ilflcal forces will sweep this 
movement aside as each affll- 
able to count on the SUl~port of 
the 197,000 Canadian steal- 
workers "and I know this sup- 
port wi l l  continue during the 
difficult times ahead." 
Delegates told CLC leaders 
Wednesday to guard against 
being co-opted by government 
and business in three-way eco- 
nomic meetings. 
Morris said Thursday the 
CLC policy of hecoming an ef. 
fective voice In national de¢l. 
17: ;.; 
. • ~;  
late in turn finds Itself pew. sion.maklng "has brought the 
erlEss to deal with them," Mar- CLC to .th.e forefront of Cena- 
ris told 356 .delegates to the dlan affairs."  n 
UI))ted,:Stealworkers0f America " I t  has always bean central 
policy conference. - to  the trade union philosophy 
""Th~ controls ~exposed the  that as. a movement we must 
Achilles' heel of labor in Can- acquire the power ~o have con- 
eda. The collective strength of trol over and a say In all those 
labor In Canada has never been areas that affect us as work- 
successfully harnessed hehlnd a ers." 
strong national centre." HELD FIRST MEETING 
But Morris said the central Last month, labor, business 
labor congress always has been a~d federal government repre. 
Cominco workers 
reach .new pact 
TRAIL, B.C,' (CP) - -  Unions pacewil l  bring protectionism. 
negot ia tors  represent ing  "You can't make people do in, 
about their own economies that which " 
5,200 Comlnco Ltd..employees 
In the Kontenay area of south- 
eastern British Columbia have 
unanimously recommended ac- 
ceptance of a company contract 
offer. 
Miles Dean, 101nt bargalnlng 
council spokesman for the  
United Steelworkers of Amerlda 
'and the Assoclatlen of Com- 
mercial and Technli:al Employ- 
eas, said today the council was 
waiting for Comlnco to sign a 
memorandum of agreement be. 
fore putting the proposal to a 
membership vote. 
The company offer calls for a 
two-year contract effective May 
1,1977 with an across.the.board 
increasegtlme ' to be 
as specific on the prospects for 
their own economic recovery as 
they were a year ago. 
After the Puerto Rico meet. 
Ing, there were predlctlens of a 
steady upsurge which were not 
borne out. 
Britain especially Is expected 
to press her more wealthy pert- 
ners--U.S., West Germany and 
Japan--to'speed programs for 
expansion sb that Britain, which 
must export to live, 'can find 
• greater markets In those coun. 
tries. 
However, one high British of- 
flclal said the U.S. fear of feed- 
ing Inflation is reasonable but 
added that too slow a reflatlo, 
sentatlves held their first three- 
way meeting to discuss the fed- 
eral wage and price controls. 
Labor wants the controls lifted. 
Morris said the CLC's pro- 
posed council for social and 
economic planning would not 
[eepardize the power of Parlia- 
ment, but it " is a direct threat 
to the power of the federal bu- 
reaucracy." 
" I f  there is any group which 
has abuaed and led to the down- 
fall of government, It is the bu- 
reaucracy. 
"Our proposition for a tripar- 
tite council for social and eco- 
nomic development,: with Its 
own Indel)endent research bedy 
attached to  .It, challenges the 
present  bureau~racy 's  
control 
over informaltlon and therefore 
its Influence over ministers and 
subsequently Parliament It- 
self." 
Morris said the federal con- 
trois, Imposed in October, 1975, 
are responsible for the decline 
in Investment and the record 
high unemployment rate. 
F inance  Min is te r  
Donald 
Macdonald said Wednesday In 
Ottawa It l ikely wil l  be up to 
the federal government o de. 
trois, because the provinces 
cannot agree on a termination 
date. 
The program is scheduled fo 
run until the end of 1978 and 
Macdonald said there was a 
general agreement  Wed- 
nesday 
at a federal-provincial finance 
meeting in Ottawa that there 
should be some sort of wage 
and price monitoring agency set 
up after controls are lifted. 
WOULD NOT COMMENT 
He spid the controls program 
has Interfered with collective 
bargainlng.-In addition, the gov- 
ernment is affecting wages 
through its taxation policies, Its 
attitude to unemployment and 
unemployment Insurance and 
its reductions In soclaJ services. 
Meanwhile, William Lloyd, a 
doctoi" specializing in Industrial 
diseases, urged workers to set 
up union safety committees at 
all plants. 
Delegates endorsed a resolu- 
tion calling for improvements in 
the administration of pension 
plans, including a provision to 
have pensions increase with 
rises In the-cost of living. 
The union also called for pen- 
slon plan l iabil ity insurance 
through the establishment of a 
.......... ~,.- ~ ~  +~.  ,~-~, ~t l  ,%~i~ J , .~ , , ,  .;> -*~, 
A DIFFERENT KiND OF SHOPPING - The car- 
nival has arrived in Terrace and though the sign says 
that the Skeena Mall is now renting, designers have 
more ambitious plans for the shopping centre than the 
tents and trucks ~uggest. (Brian Gregg photo! ...... 
II 
SOHOOL D ISTR ICT  NO,  88  (TERRM]E)  
and 
HORTHWEST GOMMUNI11 ¢OU,EGE 
require a 
Part-time Co-ordinator of Adult Education 
in the Terrace Area 
The Co.ordinator is responsible to a Joint School 
Board-College Commiffee for the promotion, 
administratgm and supervision of the Adull 
Education Programs in the Terrace Area. There 
may also be minor duties in relation to Con- 
tinuing Education Programs at Northwest 
Community Colleg~:~ 
Applicants should have the skills and experience 
necessary to develop and co-ordinate an Adult 
Education Program. Qualifications as a teacher 
are not necessary for this position.. 
The salary to be paid is $8,000.00 a year. 
Applicants please apply with resume and names 
of references by May 8, 1977 to: 
Mr. F.M. Hamilton 
District Superintendent, of Schools 
School District No. 08 (Terrace) 
tax 460 
'::~-'-~- B.C. VaG 4B5 
they don't'want o do," he said. clde how and when to end con- central fund, " ,, _ _~ . _ 
- -  I 
] PRUDEN & CURR!  . 
il 4M8 UgELSE AVE. ( ) 5' -5 %lk?" 
VERY' DIFFERENT " I ' 4913 Park Ave. • a "floor plan that ; . LAKELSE LAKE--WEST SIDE 
separates instr, bdrm. with II~ own i . . , ~  I 21odrm.summerhomewithrOndeccess 
Io~rnt from other 2 IxIrma. & their rlghttocabln&beach. Includes propane 
bthrm. 1232 sq. ft. with full burnt., ~ frldge, stove, lights, fireplace, wood. 
quality carpeting, large sundask, at- stove & all furniture right to the dishes. 
tached garage, paved circular Deeded land. Call Dwaln ht:call for 
drlve'~y. Call Bob Shorldan on thlsune, more information. A~kl~ $30~00. MLS. 
i IIIIF 
l . .  , l t l  ' . . . . .  ' "  ' ....... 
4619 Olson. home in top condition ~ ..... " . ~ QUIET  AREA " "th = ........... Y '"':";"~ 
osrdea~to reatch. Flreplece, iu r~sF  = ~ *~Jilil~ ] Cathedr.al .mtron.c.e,3.L~rm' ,I,'~rnez~.~l_" ~ ...... , . . . . . . , .  
rntwlthber, 2bthrms,largaaunde¢l¢, ~m~i¢ '~B~l  !~i[~i~.~1 w~w catpmlng, tUl= ~sem~'~, owu, e . . 
attractive maple cabinet k tchen, '~ . '~ '~] - - "  • carport & ! bdrm. In the basement, For_ = ~  
finished laundry rm. See this with Bob j~l ;,. , ; , . ,  ~ . . . . . . .  I vlewthg phone Bert Liungh. I fr--~,_lB~[d.:.L~, 
NLS llstlng, 
I 
BRING ~ AN OFFERI 
11tls 1972 Paramount 12x~' is complete 
With 16x28' addition a)ntalnlng torrance 
foyer, storage area & large rec room. .. ,~'~t ........... -T"  
Dodde carport attached. Situated on • . ,. ;:~.__ 
large lot In Coppe~lde Estates. Call ~ .  
Drain N~:Coll to view. /~.klng S~0,000. 
Neke us on offer. 
1"v.o b:km. home on I~,~ reof g0od so l i / .  
Including lawn &fruit trees. ~etetY i i L l~ ,  . 
renovated, w.w throughout, s~ leck .~ l l  , ~ I,~.~ 
Drveby 4910 Graham and call D~ln iL ,~,~ , ,;~; , 
h~call for apoolntment 1ovleW. F ;'~ ;."~: ..... 
' II "%%'" , ' :  
FULLY MODERN 
PG  IWt TM[]I[L ,,,,=,,c HEATING I I  KITCHEN FACILITIES I IcoLOUR TELEVISION AI"I1RACrIVE NATURAL WOOD IN- 
. • lrl iRlOR 
II ~ II I MASTER CHARG~ CHARGEX I IGoV~r APPROVED I II 11~ls2stareyhomefeatuces2bdrms.on 
upper le~, large .L,R. with fireplace, 
D.R., modern kitchen, large mstr. bdrm. 
w~u, dor~, wrap~ro~r~....su~c, k, 
lower level has tam. rnt ~m nreplece, 
another full lath, m., 3rd 10drm. & kJtdlen' 
deslgncd as In.law suite. Give Bob 
Shorldan a call or any local realtor. 
)NLY ' TWO YEARS OLD 
In good co~dltlon this 3 bdrm. home has 
w.w carpeting, 1V= paths, sundeck, 
double fireplace, carport and It ls 
situated on'a landscaped lot. For 
viewing phone Rusty Ljungh. 
'QUIET AREA IN TOWN 
Lovely large lot; trees & lawns, over cA' 
acre. 3 edrm. full bsmt. home. Finished 
rumpus rm. with. bar & fireplace, J
separate laundry rm., separate J
t~rk~ r~, affached carport & I 
sundeck. Neat, clean & in excellent i
omdltlon. Glve Bob 5hor[dan a call. 
FOR RESERVATIONS TELEPHONE 564.6869 
1737 TWENTIETH AVENUE 
MAnO AND JOHN RAHIER PRINCE GEORGE, B,C. 
The place to stay while shopping, golfing, 
holidaying, travelling through or lust visiting 
friends, close to maior shopping centres, etc. 'John Currle ' 635-5865 
1t L ,, 
2 10drm. A.frame ~n beautiful seedy 
beach o/~ east side. Serviced With hy~ro 
&telephone. Year round access &~l  
bus. Features Include cedar shake roof, 
full plumbing, W.W c~H'pet, sundeck, 
electric' heat, Franklin fireplace, 
Call Dwaln N~:Coll for more Information 
on this one of a kind ~epertles. 
Bob Sheridan' 63S.26641 
HOME OR REVENOE "PO1'~NTI~I~ 
2 floors, 1233 sq. ft. ~ finished & 
featuring 3harms, cabinet kttchms, w. 
w carpeting on upper' floor & file 
throughout In suite. ~lte has private 
entrance &there Is laundry.storage area 
for use by both floors. House Is located 
handy to schools end can be great home 
for large 1 family unit. 
4835 Olson Avenue ~.~5,000 
EVENING PHONES 
Bert" Llungh . '63S.S/S4 
HOME ON AN ACRE OF LAND 
Beautifully kept his 3 bdrm., cat~al  
entrance home features w.w carpeting, 
fireplace, lots of closet space, patio, 
doors to rear sundeck & a garage, Lot Is' 
Imped &fenced around the house & 
there are concrete retaining walls. 
R'ederty has Imtentlal for future sub- 
division with rear lots. Phone Rusty 
Llungh fa" appointment to~lew, 
Rusty Llungh' ,635.5754 ~ 
SIZR00 FULL PRICE 
Cozy 2 bdrm. homeon large 7(]M21~ lot in 
fawn. Fronls m ~ streets. Fully 
serviced, l~'Im--~._~es range & frldge.~ 
Excellent v,~lTar your first home. 
paiN-up, fix-up work Requires onm .! 
Call Dwain NtColl for furthar |n. I
formation. MLS. 
Well kept 2 bdrm. home conveniently 
located m paved street dose to sdx~s. 
Bsmt. is fully flflshed with 2 bdrms., full 
bath & laundry fadlltles. Large cevared 
storage area at rear of house. Drive by 
4706 Straurne Ave. & than call our office 
for appointment to view. Owner w111 
consider all serious offers. 
INTERESTING i,/= STOREY 
Over 1300 sq. ft. of living area, 3 bdrms. 
with very large master 10drm. Excellmt 
large lot with garden, lawns, shrubs & 
~rees. Attached garage, concrete patio.' 
$29,800. Owners ar0(Ious to relocate. Call 
Bob Sl~'ldan. 
I CHALET STYLE IN COPPERSIDE 
ESTATES 
2 storey home with homey Interior; 
fireplace, 3 b'rms., 11/2 baths, dld., 
windov, s ~ake roof & unflnliled loft at' 
3rd storey. I ~  Is altracflvety' 
landscaped & priced at S4d~). Ylew 
with Bert Lluroh, 
-.,St , 
si~700 FULL PRICE 
Will buy you a 3 bdrm, 19/2 12'xi~' 
mobile ~ ~th ~,.~nna (:ontalnlng 
entrance & 4th IxJrr • _%~ted m its o~n 
with range, fr,"#~, washer, dryer, 
curtains & drapes. "l~ls unit Is going at a 
sacrifice price & ~n't last long. Call 
Drain McCetl to view. 
o. .  
'bwal.' McCall ~ :61i-m6' 
,Ae• 
5 
:; j , " ~. 
~.,~ 
PIPELINE DISCUSSION - The preliminary hearing Wednesday gave 
conservationists and oil pipeline promoters a chance to discuss the 
Issues. Here Jack Cressy, (left) of Kifimat Oil Pipeline Ltd. talks f0 Jim. 
Wright, of the B.C. Sierra Club. 
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STARR PERFORMANCE 
Appeal made to sove lifestyle 
By BRIAN GREGG 
Herald Staff Writer 
An •impassioned appeal by a 
representative of the Heisla En.. 
vironmental Group produced-the only 
display of emotion during a three hour 
hearing Wednesday evening ~into' the 
proposed oil port at Kltlmaf.,To cheering 
and applause from the crowd 0~f o~ver 100, 
lloyd Starr spoke of the "ugly feeling '~ he 
developed when he first heard about the 
prolec't. 
"1 still have an ugly feeling," he told 
inquiry commissioner Andrew Thomp. 
son. "People supporting proposals like 
this are the biggest rogues in the world." 
The Kiflmaat village resident's sen- 
timents were based on the environmental 
repercusslonS of the smelter in the 1950% 
the pulp mlll In the I%0% and, today the 
threat of oli pollurllon, he said. 
Francis Saville, a Calgary lawyer 
representing the Kitimat Oil Pipeline Co., 
sat nervously tearing pieces of paper and 
e 
Incongruously chewing on them as Starr 
spoke. He appeared visibly upset by the 
cl~ange in the atmosphere at the hearings 
after Starr's oration. 
Start said he saw the environment 
polluted every t ime Alcan made $100 
profit and although Eurocan assured his 
people that there would be no harm fo 
their river, it is now so polluted that 
natives can no longer fish salmon or 
eulachon without heading further up 
river. 
"The environment is in such delicate 
balence it can't stand it anymore," he 
said, adding that Alcan and Eurocan 
provided nothing for indigenous residents 
but social disruption. The pipeline would 
only make matters worse, he told the 
hearing. 
Public Interest groups and en. 
vironmentalists asked for delays in the 
pipeline hearings while they prepared for 
them. Marvin Storrol, lawyer for the 
coalition of conservationists, said there 
had been no oil tankers for thousands of 
years and asked why the hurry. 
Seville said Thompson's terms of 
reference had been laid out for him end 
he had to report to the two federa. ~ 
ministers, Otto Lang, (transportation) 
and Romeo Lablanc, (fiSheries by the end 
of the year. 
"It bothers me, sir, that we can't start 
until July 11," he said, Indicating his 
feeling of urgency on the maffer. 
Seville also seemed upset at the black 
and white split of opinion that emerged 
~ro;n the preliminary hearing. "This is 
an inquiry," he told Thornpson. "My 
client is not on trial." 
Storrol told Thompson, "This is an 
adversary hearing ... let's get that 
straight from the beginning and forget 
the TERMPOL code." Headded the proof 
was not on the environmentalists but on 
the companies whowant to build the 
pipeline. 
$50 MILLION PROJECT CIVIC EMPLO YEES 
Trans Mountain corporation BROKE NO RULES 
Ionns pnpelnne sweepstakes 
proposal by Northern T!er Pipe. 000, then se.ld It for $430,000, that sowers would one day be 
tank farm and would Involve 
use of the existing Trans Moun. 
lain pipeline to ship crude oll to 
the United Statds Midwest. 
Much of the pipeline runs 
through Canada. Governor Dixy 
Lea Rey of Weshington has said 
she wants the superport built at 
Cherry Point, but other western 
and midwestsrn go. e~nors went 
on record last mon!r~ as oppos. 
Ing any plan whh;i, includes a 
pipeline through C~nada. 
The lerger question of 
whether Puget 5ound should be. 
come a trans.shipment point for 
Midwest-bound Alaskan oil has 
sparked heated political debeN. 
Some, Including Washlngton's 
senior senator, Warren G. Mng- 
nuson, cite the environmental 
hazards and say the benefits to 
the state would be minimal. 
Others, Including Ray and the 
landlocked states, figurd Wash. 
ington has an obligation to the 
nstlon. 
PAID FEE 
Trans Mountain paid a $25,000 
filing fee to Washlngton's 
Energy Faci!lly Site Egaluatloo 
Council, which already Is con- 
sidering a superport- 
pipeline 
UIC AMENDMENTS 
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) -- 
Add one more contender in oil 
t ransh lpment  sweep- 
stokes: 
Trans Mountain Corp. has en. 
feted the superport race with a 
proposal for a ~ million proj- 
ect In Washington state. 
The pipeline firm, which 
counts Atlantic Ip.Ichfleld Co. 
(ARCO) as its meier backer, 
has flied an application for a 
superport at Cherry Point in 
northwest Washington near the 
British Columbia border. 
The proposal envisions" con. 
struotion of a new berth and a 
Penalizing the innocent 
no cure for jobless ills 
line Co. 
Northern Tier wants to build 
a port at Port Angeles, Wash., 
south of Victorta; and a pipeline 
around Puget Sound and east. 
ward to Clearbrouk, Minn. • 
Trans Mountain's apl)llcatlon 
Is for a plan to pump between 
160,000 and 200,000 barrels of 
crude to Edmonton, each day 
the s~.colled "yo-yo" operation 
flows eastward. From there, the 
oil would enter several ether 
distribution lines which feed 
Midwest states. At other times, 
the pipeline would transport oll 
from Alberta west to Van- 
couver. 
The proposal envisions a .new 
berth and seven 500,000.barrel 
tanks. The berth would be able 
to handle 200,000-deadweight., 
tankers. ARCO is challenging a
state law which limits tankers 
to 125,000 deadweight tons. 
said Wednesday they broke no 
rules and used no Inside Infor- 
mation. 
The deal Is the subleof of a 
confllct-of.irdet'est inquiry by 
Alfred Hood, a formei'Vlctorla 
alderman appointed under the 
• Municipal Act after a prelimi- 
nary Invesflgotion by ministry 
of municipal affairs officials. 
Mun ic ipa l  t~easurer  
Bruce 
Mclntyre ancl engineering tech- 
nician David Laxten told the In. 
qulry they exercised a six. 
month.old option in March, 
1974, to buy the 18.acre prep. 
erty next to Matsqui prison, 
.then sold it In /~ay¢ 1972, to a 
consortium of local builders. 
They testified that they knew 
of no municipal r~gulation for- 
bidding employees to deal In, 
land, and that ~ey had ,no 
knowledge, other than that gen-- 
erally known to the puzlle, of 
any plans to Install sewers In 
Installed, they said, but neither 
knew specific Installation plans 
at the time of the purchase. 
Mclntyre" said he told pros. 
,pective buyers they could ex. 
pect no help from him or Lax- 
ton In any municipal processing 
of the land or Its development. 
Earlier, Wednesday, for- 
mer 
mayor John Murphy supported 
current mayor Harry DeJong's 
statement that there was an un. 
written policy barring municl. 
pal employees from conducting 
land deals within the Fraser 
Valley munlclpellty. 
He said, however, It was a 
"moral rather than a written 
rule or requirement of council." 
The hearing continues. 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The gov. 
ernment should prevent abuse 
of unemployment Insurance by 
tightening existing rules rather 
than enedlng new regulations 
that will penalize the innocent, 
a unleo official told the Com. 
mons manpower committee 
Thursday. 
E d w a r d GIIIlam, supple. 
mental and unemployment ben- 
efit representative for Local 27 
of the United Auto Workers In: 
London, Ont., said penalties for' 
those who knowingly abuse the 
program should be made "more 
swift and significant." 
It was not fair to lengthen the 
present eight.week qualifying 
period for benefits, he said. 
The committee was hearing 
comments on proposed legisla- 
tlon which originally was in. 
tended to lengthen the quail- 
tying period to 12 weeks. The 
government now proposes to set 
a 10.week qualifying period for 
breas of hlgh unemployment 
. and up to 14 weeks for areas of 
low unemployment. 
MEETING NEEDS 
GIIIlam said the program Is 
MANY SUFFER 
Mainten  a nco orde rs 
se ldom carr ied out  
By ALEX BINKLEY 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Opposition 
MPs presented Justice Minister 
Ron Basford with a series of 
proposals Thursday for Improv. 
Ing the country's courts. 
Conservative J ustlce critic El- 
don Woolllams urged In a Com- 
mons debate on changes to the 
Judges Act, that the federal 
government work with the prov- 
Inc.es to get child maintenance 
orders made enforceable across 
the country. 
John Gilbert (NOP--Toronto •
mother, the father can leave 
4he province and become "well 
off while the mother ends up on 
welfare." 
As provinces begin "setting up 
un|fled family courts, they 
should be required to agree to 
enforce maintenance or- 
ders 
from other provinces, he said. 
The unified family court will 
be a one-stop'court for families 
needing adjudication of divorce 
or other marriage difficulties. 
" Gilbert urged that estab. 
Broadvlew) said Basfordshould Ilsl~ent of unlfled family 
encourage Ontario to follow the' 'courts •be followed up with the 
example of several" Western creation of more specialized 
provinces and set up admlnls. 
trative tribunals to hear high. 
way traffic cases. 
Their comments came as the 
Commons started debate on a 
bill to create a pool of IS judges 
to handle ur~ifled family courts 
as they are created by federal. 
provincial agreements and to 
raise the salaries of all feder- 
• alty.,~ppointed judges. 
The judges will receive an ad. 
dltlonal $2,000 this year anda.n- 
other 52,0o0 next year. 
NOW UNENFORCEABLE 
Woolllams said that malnte- 
nence orders against a man 
who has divorced his Wife and 
is living In another province 
new are unenforceable or too 
costly for most women to pur- 
sue. 
"Hundreds of th0~sands of 
women have. suffered because 
they are unable to enforce 
maintenance orders/* he said. 
Because iudges usually award 
custody of children to the 
courts so that the cohgestlon In 
the existing system can be re. 
Iteved. 
FOLLOW GUIDES 
Basford sald the judges' 
salary Increases follow the gov. 
ernment's wage and price con.. 
trois and are needed to help 'en. 
courage quality lawyer's to'ac- 
cept judicial appointments. 
• While the:bill provided for 
more judges, that wasn't 
enough to keep the courts mov. 
Ing, he said. Some provinces 
are already studying "more 
modern administrative tech- 
niques and,procedural changes 
Io achieve more effective use of 
the courts." 
The family court ludges will 
be for pilot projects in New. 
found land ,  Manitoba, 
Sas. 
katchewan and ' Ontario, 
• Basford ' 
sald. Ottawa will also share In 
the costs of evaluation of a Brlt- 
Ish Columbia pilot project. 
NOW OPEN 
lion.-Sat, 4 p,m.-3 a.m. 
• Sun. 4 p.m.-9 p.m. 
,Take-out Orders Over $g- 
10% off, 
635-4436 
3209 Kalum, Terrace 
Opening Soon 
for Lunch & Smorgasbord 
meeting the needs of people in 
a "reasonable fashion." 
" I f  and when it is abused, ff 
should be tightened up by 
stricter application of adequate 
penalties, not by enacting new 
regulations that will penelize 
e very people it is designed to 
Ip, he said. 
"Changlng the quallfylng pe- 
rlod . . . Is not the answer to 
budget deflclts." 
Gllllam sald the proposed 
changes would especially hurt 
the young because their early 
work experlencos would be 
short. 
Gllllam also said veterans 
who served In the Second World 
War should not be glven prefei'. 
omen's . " i W a SPEC!AL OF THE WEEK 
League VANCOUVER(CP)--ABrlt- a This 4 bdrm. family home, garage, fireplace, 3 full bathrooms, • 
• ish Columbia Supreme Court : basement has a one bdrm. self. ndt. gas heat. Many extra features ; 
S Iury Wednesday found Billle meet Mar,o, Crouse net guilty of a : contained suite, could be rec room that add to longevity. Price is • 
1968 murder in which a boy tes- and extra bedrooms. Single reasonable at $74,000. i 
The Catholic Women's tiffed that when she was five, 2 '" " 
League Terrace Council held he saw his father shot to dseth. : $29,900 IS A LOW PRICE for REDUCED TO SlS,S00 . On 3.43 ACRES with a 50 ft. w le l l i  
their regular monthly meeting Crouse was charged with this 3 bdrm. four-year-old Queansway. This 3 bdrm. to supply.water.for !ndu~rla/~= 
May 3rd in the church meatlng murder In the Dec. 1, 1968, fatal : home, nicely decorated and home with electric heat, use. ~mat, unvmlsneo caom. ~ • 
room: Theevening began with shooting of Sander "lamas, • well maintained, in a quiet 100x105 lot. Drop in for ap- very appealing corner•  
mass during which the in. whose body was found In the 1 area of Thornhlll. VIEW BY . polntment o vie~v, acreage at Gossan Cr. Subdv. • 
stalletion of the new executive trunk of his car outside his • APPOINTMENT for the LOW PRICE OF • 
for the coming year took place, home. He had been shot twice • 3 BDM. STATE SMAN S18,000. • ,  
They are as follows: in the head. • 5ACRES, 1755 sq. ft. concrete DOUBLEWIDE at Cop- 6 ACRE PARCEL on the l  
President - Mrs T. Le Ross  Crouse, an American, was ar- : foundation ready to build a perslde. WILL CONSIDER A 
rested in Montreal In Novem- • home on. 24x24 garage with TRADE on • SINGLE WIDE. entlal treatment for lobs. Many Ist Vice .Mrs. M. Turchinskl 
of them have taken early retirs- 2nd Vice. Mrs. B. Hamel 
merit and are receiving pen . .  3rd Vice- Mrs. G. Potvin 
slons and only return to the ~ ~clfetary - Mrs. B: Mc. 
work force because they have 
spare time on their hands. 
" I f  a veteran wishes to be 
employed full time he should be 
forced to forfeit his government 
allowance," he said. 
It was unthinkable when some 
are struggling to find one 
source of income that veterans 
should amass so much, he 
added. 
i i  I 
Dougall . 
Treasurer - Mrs. V. Ross 
After mass a short meeting 
was held with the main teplc of 
business being the forthcoming 
convention which Is hosted by 
Sacred.Heart Parrsh In Prince 
George on May 10th, 11th and 
12th. 
A wine and cUeesa '~arty 
followed for all the members. 
her. 
Eddie Tames, 14, the victim's 
son, testified that as a five- 
year.old he remembered being 
in the kitchen of the Tamas 
home, saw the accused stending 
beside his father with a gun In 
each hand, heard a blast, and 
saw his father fall. 
He said the accused and his 
girlfriend rolled the body In a 
sheet and took it to the base- 
ment. He seld he was sent later 
by taxi to his mother's house. 
I 
  pnufau 
..... D,s..,c./ ilgG6  
*SATURDAY, MAY "/th, i9"/7 9 A.H. to 12 Noon 
Skeena Junior Seoondary Gymnasium, 3411 Munroe, Terraoe 
FOR SALE AS IS . FIRST COME BASIS 
WE HAVE: 
Hand Irons S2.00 each 
Singer Sewing Machines $60.00 each 
Spirit Duplicator $15.00 each 
School Desks (Limited Number) $3.00 each 
Open tO bid is the following miscellaneous equipment: 
1 new garage door - -  3 electric kitchen ranges - -  calculator 
electric adding machines - -  16 mm projectors - -  casseffe recorder 
- -  drum set - -  Gestetner 
Items on Display and Bids taken on Saturday. Successful bidders to 
be notified Monday, May 9th, 1977 
I III I I 
l concretefloor, 30ft. welI. Thts Coil us to view. ASKING 
• property has great potential. , PRICE S27,000. 
• PRICED AT $22,000. Owner 
anxious tosell. LARGE FAMILY? 
Inspect this 6 bdrm. home 
IT SPARKLES 
• Let us show you this ex- 
• ceptionally neat three 
• bedroom home situated just a 
half mile from downtowh. All 
bedrooms, hall and living 
room are (:,lrpeted and there's 
• a fireplace and attached 
• ]carport.  All this for just 
• $32,500. 
• IN CENTRAL TERRACE we 
• have this stately 3 bdrm. home 
in a Residential No. 1 area, en- 
suite plus 1/2 bath In basement, 
carpeted, nicely decorated 
• ]prest ige home for ONLY 
• 365,000. 
• 5.27 ACRES and thls ESTATE 
• TYPEhome, marble fireplace ~ on main fleer'and rock in the family room downstairs. 1200 
sq. ft. of luxurious living. TRY  
• YOUR OFFER. Asking 
• $77,000. 
• ()N OLSON AVENUE we have 
this 3 bdrm. split-level with 
• 4th bdrm. In basement. Rec. 
• room with elect, fireplace, 
• 100x122 ft. lot with established 
• shade frees and fruit trees. 
PRICE IS ONLY $45,000. 
6.22 ACRES OF WOODED 
I rolling rural property suitable 
• ==for log or pan.a-bode type 
• home in a first class sub. 
ASKING FRICE 
situated on an above average 
size property. There Is a half 
basement, two ,car attached 
carport, lots of wall to wall 
carpet. Nicely treed and 
landscaped grounds in an 
excellent garden area. Asking 
$49,900. View by appointment 
please. 
S2S,000 - 237 Simpson Avenue. 
Three bdrms., carport, car. 
peted & cushion floor. Dbl. 
windows, electric heat. OPEN 
TO OFFERS. 
Low PRICE() 3 BDM. 
HOME, large lot, carpeted, 
very clean home in Thornhlll. 
Price - $23,000.. 
• S26,000 for" this Windsor 3 
bdrm. doublewlde, 4th bdrm. 
in addition. Extremely warm 
and comfortable home at 
Copperslde. VIEW BY AP. 
POINTMENT. 
SUBDIVISION POTENTIAL 
For Just S53,000 you can 
purchase a large 3 bdrm. 
home'of over 1200 sq. ft. with 
full basement and attached 
garage of over 1200 sq. ft. with 
full basement end attached 
garage on a large 78x263 
property. Why not complete a 
subdivision•and sell the extra 
lot substantially reducing 
! 
Airport Hill, access off Hwy.•  
25. This property has a terrific m 
VIEW of the Terrace area. i 
PRICED AT $21,000. • 
ACRES with a 24x30 ft .m M' 1.92 
shop, concrete floor and a 30x8 • m 
ft. trailer with a 30x8 ft. ad .•  
dillon. PRICED TO SELL a t•  
$18,500, • 
COPPERSIDE ESTATES • 
Situated on Marten Drive Is • 
this over 1200 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. • 
modular home with half • 
basement for garage and~ 
storage. It is immaculatelYi  
cared for and features a• .  
fireplace and en.sulte. Priced • 
below replacement at jus t•  
$34,500. It is just listed and • 
won't last long. Hurry and 1 mm 
make an appointment to view. ~= 
ON THE BENCH on a largem i 
corner lot, landscaped. We----" 
have this 3 bdrm. home with l i 
rumpus room, 2 fireplaces, • 
quality carpet, clean and well • .' 
maintained. PRICED AT•  
S51,500. • 
"JUST OFF KALUM on•  
Straume is this appealing 3 m I 
bdrm. home, fireplace, 1 •
sundeck full length of the•  
home, full basement has • • 
family room, bathroom, • 
bdrm. or whatever. • Corn. • 
pletely landscaped and 1 I 
backyard is fenced. PRICED i • 
TO SELL AT S51,000. • 
$32,000 IS THE ASKING I 
m 
PRICE for this 3 bdrm. home, • 
two storey garage .that has t "  
potential, property is 75x300• _ 
and Jus:,out of the mon,c,pa,'J= 
1U 
O**  
t~ 
F 
i # 
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Humans starve 
... but not rats 
• In a year when even India, known as the poor, 
man of Asia, has a food surplus i t  is vital to 
examine why people around the world continue 
to go hungry. There are many reasons, including 
poor distr ibution, hoarding by greedy mer- 
chants, inadequate plann!ng by  inexperienced 
governments. 
But without question one of the most common 
causes of malnutr i t ion in many regions of the 
world is that food goes hot to humans but to 
pests. Scientests recently- told the annual 
meeting of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science that about 40 percent of 
the world's food supply is lost to pests such as 
rats and weevils. And this is happening although 
the world now uses a record 4.1 bil l ion pounds of 
pesticide .- about a pound for every  l iving human 
being. 
About 33 percent of food in the world is lost to 
pests before it can be harvested. And another 9 
percent is lost after  the harvest, main ly  to rats, 
before it  can be marketed. 
It was estimated that during a recent year ,  
rats consumed 50 percent of the sugar and corn 
crop, and almost 90 percent of the rice harvested 
in the Phllippines. One scientist worked out that~ 
if there could be a single train to haul the grain 
eaten by rats in India in a single year, it would be 
3,00.0 miles long. 
The problem is not merely one of production 
but of conservation and storage, of better, more 
rapid harvesting methods, of converting the 
harvested grain into durable foods that can be 
stored safely for longer periods. This wi l l  bring 
demands for know-how and technical expertise 
by the developing countries. 
Better controls wi l l  have to come. And In time, 
with U.S. and Canadian help, the developing 
countries w i l l  solve their own food problems. 
The luxury 
of integrity 
"The luxury of Integr i ty" :  that Ironic phrase Is 
the t i t le  of an essay wr i t ten some years ago by 
the American economist, Stuart Chase. Chase 
suggested that our moral  foundations have been 
so badly cracked and eroded that many of us 
have come to feel that moral Integrity is a luxury 
we s imply cannot afford. 
He commented on "the ar t  of backslapping in 
the interest of a profitable sale",  and he showed 
how the frantic quest for a dol lar  can prostitute 
hoppitality and make a mockery of friendship. 
He pointed to dishonesty in advertising. He 
showed that in the grasping bustle of l ife com- 
passion is often squashed as we t ry  to exploit and 
manipulate one another, and he observed that 
"for the mi lk  of human kindness the most ob- 
vious substitute is soft soap." There may be 
some extravagance in Chase's gloomy diagnosis 
-. but he did make some points which are sti l l  
valid and relevant. 
We seem fo be losing both the capacity and 
courage for cal l ing a moral  spade a moral spade. 
We are so afraid of seeming narrow and in- 
tolerant that we tend to give up on authentic 
moral concern. As it has been put, "Quite often 
when a man thinks his mind is becoming 
broader, if  is only his conscience stretching." 
eyes, for many of us integr i ty is a luxury we 
feel we sinply cannot afford. Of course, there are 
still many men and women of f i rm integrity -- 
honest, merciful ,  compassionate. And we must 
. recognize that in the complexi ty  of l i fe today 
moral distinctions are not always as clear as we 
might l iketherh to be. In business and public l i fe 
.today the making of moral decisions is often 
-~erribly dif f icult ,  and there are forces in our 
society which erode our integr i ty without our 
being aware of what is happening. 
Let us take seriously the warning given by 
Br l t ish h i s to r ian ,  Herber t  But ter f le ld ;  "A  
civi l ization may be wrecked without any spec- 
tacular crimes or cr iminals  by constant petty 
br(~aches of faith and minor complicit ies on the 
p,~rl of men general ly considered very nice 
p~.0Ple." 
French.language press of 
Canada. 
Quebec Le Soleil: Shortly 
after Bill 1 was introduced, 
cultural Development Minister 
Camille Laurln told reporters 
that he wasn't dismissing the 
possibility that more sub- 
stantial amendments would be 
made to the language charter 
before it becomes law. 
Reflection and clear thought 
will perhaps better succeed In 
convincing the government that 
changes are needed than did the 
early emot!onal outbursts, 
Laurln said, 
Notwithstanding,. it is quite 
evident that given the support 
- -  beth active and passive --  of 
the francophone majority, the 
PQ governments aims to stand 
by the fundamental objectives 
iectives" respond to the long- 
felt wishes" of the Quebec 
population. Already Bill 22, the 
Official Language Act, adopted 
three years ago by the Liberal 
administration of ex.premler 
Robert Bourassa, made.French 
the province's official anguage. 
But it retained certain English- 
language rights ... whereas Bill 
I seems to remove completely 
any official status the English 
language may have had in thls 
province. 
One can subscribe to 
unllinguallsm In Quebec on an 
official and Institutional evel 
where the collective rights of 
the English are con. 
cerned....But note that Bill 1 
does not deny the minorities the 
right to deal in their own 
language with a state to which 
%- 
the government's willingness to 
maintain English.language 
schools, to permit the use of 
English In the courts...So why 
does.n't it state and recognize 
these rights explicitly. 
As written, the text excludes 
from the "Quebec people" the 
English.speaking Quebeckers 
who have been here for two 
centurles...And It contradicts 
all the recc:nt statements of 
Premier Rene Levesque and his 
ministers to the effect that the 
English and theimmlgrants are 
first-class members of Quebec| 
society...." Claude 
Beauchapm April 22. 
Sherbrooke La Tribune: 
There are only minor ad. 
Justment.s in Bill 1 and the 
suhstantlal changes critics of' 
the bill were expecting may 
Indeed there are to be any 
changes, the arguments must 
be solid. 
it would come as a surprise if 
this were otherwise. The white 
paper and the language charter 
are faithful to the PQ's iong.folt 
' desire to  see that French 
becomes the official anguage of 
Quebec ... Something mort ~) then 
emotional reaction will be 
needed to make the PQ sound a 
retreat...even if some PQ 
members are "torn" over the 
issue. 
The protect is amhltious: 
potting an end to Quebeckers' 
"cultural  Insecurity" and to the 
"timid survival" of Bill 22, the' 
Official Language ACt. 
But as we all know, the 
perilous issue confuses the 
battle between heart and 
• ;q~ " L_  
h. ' 
\ 
...., / 
for a clear definition of the 
status of the French language in 
Quebec... 
Although it Is forcefully at. 
firming the rights of the 
majority, the government 
should respect the rights of 
Individual members of 
Quehec's minorities. But the 
dry text gives us the false Ira. 
presslon that one considers 20 
per cent of our population, the 
onglophenos, as the direct heirs 
of Lord Durham ... Insocurlty 
shouldnot be replaced by 
bravado. 
It seems to me that If the 
government was a little mere 
generous in some of its 
definitions It would ... facilitate. 
acceptance of the charter .,. 
which simply alms, In the words 
of former UN premier Daniel 
Johnson, to "make Quebec as 
French as Ontario Is English." 
In Laurln's opinion the bill is 
generous as regards minorities; 
particularly the anglophone 
Bmlness  
spot l ight  
Cutting 
red tape 
By ESTELLE DORAIS 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The 
Montreal  Convention 
Bureau 
provided 40 employees to help 
delegates to the recent Flnan. 
clal Analysts Federetion's 
inter- 
national conference get through 
paperwork required by new 
American tax legislation affect. 
Ing ~onventlens held outside the 
United States. f 
, • Federetlon spokesman Rue. 
'~  H ~"~ M E A N ~  cell Mason said the extra help 
cost "thousands of dollars" but 
ee•  ~e mechanics of getting dele. 
' ~ U ~ N  ~ g J '~T/ /¢~O0'  ~ gate  s' attendance forms 
, ,, StQm~d and verified by~ a f4  
. ~:; _ ":* e~;a]lon!:?,, official:~i/~ weO 
a C : '  ~ .,,~ smoothly. -~, B to e e l i TheU.S. lawrequlresdele. p gates get attendanc  forms 
n stamped after each sosslon to as re e ~, prove they attended at least six 
• ~"~ ~'~; '* f~ ~' '~' hours of convention sessions a. 
what is known as economic power supply for P.E.I. has day to be eligible for 'Income By' DENNIS HARPER and the New Brunswick Power 
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) - Commission. power, already been given to P.E.I. but fax deductions. 
continues in COST HIGH Still unanswered is how much so far this province has not The ,e*~, t= ,~ , , . . . .  Canada While ~wrang J Jng  
the Maritime provinces over The total P.E.I. cable in- reserve production capacity responded, the Montreal conference before 
expansion of electrical power vestment will be $4 million N.B. will Insist that P.E.I. the U.S. law came IMo effect 
grid systems and the price of more thanthe197Sbeokvalueof retain after the two provinces URGE CONSERVATION Jan., may 
the power that will flow through 1;32 million of its entire electric link Ul) with the cable. All three governments have The decis!on to remain" in • 
them, Prince Edward Island is generating capacity here .  RESERVE CAPACITY. been affempting to Impress new Montreal was an ethical one, 
nearlngcompletlonofasystem The 13.S-mile cable will be Utilities in N.B. and Nova conservation standards on Mason said, since "we area attend 
It hopes will ease a worsening owned by the P.E.h govern- Scotia are required In joint Marltlmers but so far results NorthAmerlcanfedorotlonwlth 
strain on its energy consumers, ment and leased over 30 years agreements to retain a 20.per- have been minor. !,5,000 members, of which 1,200 OTTAWA "(CP) . -- Acting 
are In Canada." prime minister Allan MacEs- Negotiators seeking an ac- toMarltime Electirc. Rent paid cent reserve production Here In P.E.I., backed by'an WANTED A LOOK chen sold Thursday that Can. 
cord.~,with neighboring New to the province for its use will capacity, but here in P.E.I. energetic provincial govern. Mason said the 700 delegates eda may attend the Belgrade 
Bru~swick for a five-per-cent eventually amortize the in- negotiators ay the required ment conservation program, wanted to come here to got a conference on human rights at 
share of the power pi'oduced by vestment, may be allowed to slip to 15 per partly underwritten by federal clooer look at Canada, and par- the palltlcal as well as the offl- 
the Point LePreau nuclear The five-per-cent entitlement cent. money, the government has ticularly Quebec, in light of the clal level. 
station, 'due to go into agreement P.E.I. is seeking Under existing standards, tried to reduce electrical Partl Quehecols' Nov. 15 elec. 
production In May 1980, say an from .N.B. for nuclear power Maritime Electric Is required to demand g~owth rates. His remark In the Commons 
agreement may be reached from the 630,000.kilowatt Point maintain a system that would lion victory. 
soon. LePreau plant will supply 31,500 still operate at 90.per-cent During the first qua:te'r of Mason said "1 truly believe came after questions by former prime minister John Dlefenba- 
Negotiators already have kilowatts of power to P.E.I. capacity even with the loss of its 1977 the growth rate was 6.5 per that there Is a tremendous In. ker (Prince Albert) andtormer 
ditched nine draft agreements consumers whose demands for largest generator, cent but Maritime Electric rarest on the part of Investors c a b I n • t mintster Robert 
at|L, r months of talking, power are grov~lng annually in That point Is viewed as officials concede privately in the U.S. to understand Can. S t a n b u r y ( L--Y or k- 
"~E.I. negotiators are also spite of conservation i itiatives crucial in N.B., a heavy retailer there Is IIHle Ilkellhoed of the ode." 
p~sed with the N.B. attitude by government, of electricity to the Unil:ed figure remaining that low for He said only about half the Scarborough). The conference will examine 
w~lch, they say, amounts to a That power is in addition to States and N.S., because of a the remainder of the year. delegates got attendance forms hew the Helslnkl pact, drafted 
Willingness to sell nuclear the so-called surplus-power potential reliance that could stamped, indicating theyeither toextend human rights in sign. 
power at cost while protecting P.E.I. will 'obtain under develop in P.E.I. for N.B~ A related problern Is the cenducted business here and Ingcountrles, wasworklng. 
N.B. power users agalnst price already-slgned supply contracts electricity, demand for electricity as a coutdconsiderltabusinesstrlp Dlefefibeker suggested that 
flPctuatlons that would benefit with N.B. that will be directed Premier Campbell describes source of home heating, or thw expected the law to be Canada attend armed with a 
i~iand consumers at the ex- through the region's power the multiple-source power' An official of the N.B. Power amended, register of relatives of Cane- 
Rinse of those in N.B. grids, supply development here as Commission estimated that 65 F inance  Min is ter  dlansbaing denied basic rights 
VTalks on that agreement are The price will be determined eclectic -- leaving the provlnce par cent of all housing and In. Donald In Communist countries. 
viewed here as critical to the by a formula that flxes the prlce free to select the most ap- • dustrlal starts In N.B. In 1976 Macdonald told reporters dur. He noted that exiled Soviet 
futureofenergy supply and "cost midway between what it costs proprlate system at hand while called for electrldty and not oll Ing the conference Ottawa is dissident Vladimir Bukovsky, 
to P.E.I. consumers, already P.E.I.toproduce Its own power freeing i t  from its reliance on as the prime heotlng source, wllllng fo trade off amendments "34, whom be later met in his 
~efering from 14 price in. and what It co~ts N.B. either to expansive imported o11. The ' reason Is uncertainty to restrictive Canadian con. o f f I c • ,  was in Ottawa. 
ases since May, 1973. buy or produ:e the powe~ it is The contract outlining what over futUre supply and price of ventlon laws if the American Bukovsky's experience-- 
Those Increases were forced selling. The formula creates N.B. views as the prnoer mix of foreign oil, he said. governmentamended theirs, being 
on Maritime Electric Ltd., the 
private utility that produces 
virtually all this province's  Jnd the newi  
power, by jumps in oil prices 
that drove the cost of a barrel of$9.87OllNEwAfrOmfu theronRisEMarch$2.921ncrease,EXPECTEDin8 MaY'thiSestimatedYear.1973' to P r a i r i e  d ro u H n t rel ief expected 
at $1.10 a barrel, is expected in 
June. By JIM HEAVES call for prayer, aithough Sena. In 1976. thedrlest hecen recall in his 45 because they can't be supported 
The effect on power rates in a EDMONTON (CP) -- 'The tot Ray Perrault, the govern- Another plus for today's so. years of working the solh Top. on*dusty grazing land. Manl. 
province of 120,000 people that spectre of a drought com. ment leader, added that pray- phlsticated producers is the vs. soil has plied up, almost bur- toba's St. Boniface Stockyard 
annually buys about. 900,000 parable to the one that turned ere should supplement govern, rlety of modern methods of car- ylng someof his machinery, has been inundated with cattle 
barrels of oil to fuel its thermal the Prairies into a dustbowl in mentemergency plans. Ing for soil which greatly re. AI Beattle of the Alberta and this has further depressed 
generators, has been the 1930s hr, s generated concern The area most affected coy- duces oil loss due to erosion. Wheat Pool says once the seed already.low market prices. 
devastating. I t  has left P.E.I. among governments, which err the southernmost regions of • Most farmers are holding is planted, moisture and warm But the mild spring has 
with the highest power rates of have set up emergency relief all three Prairie provinces, spring tillage to a minimum to weather are needed to guaran, proved • blessing for ranchers 
all 10 provinces because of a plans, but farmers are gener, from Alberta's foothills to the retain as muchmolstureas, pes. tee.,,a good harvest, at calving time, with .dry 
complete reliance on oll as the ally adopting a fatellsHc attl. Manltoba.Onterlo boundary, al. slble. Nobody is going to write off weather eliminating the pneu. 
source of electric power, rude. though there are pockets of dry Unlike previous wet years in the crop until June," Bea, ttle monla v~hlch can accompany 
The province's answer is a In the wake of the driest conditions through the central which seeding was delayed, said. celd end damp snow condltlens. 
submarlnepower cable which is eight.month period since 1902, reglon~ of all the provinces, many farmers have taken ad. In Saskatchewan, Don Price, Rein'Is needed to foster grass 
the first of its kind in Canada southern areas of Alberta, SOs- MANY PROTECTED vantage of the dry spring to who forms three sections near growlhand maintainthls year's 
and which wilt link P.E.I. to a katchewan and Manitoba have Optln'.~sts outnulnber i~sslm- seed their crops, hoping-or Indian Head, east of Regina,. calf crop. 
Maritime power grid. The experienced blowing .dust as isTslnthecurrenfdry situation, prayir~--that later rainfall will said many farmers started On the.other 'hand, the mild 
unique feature of the cable is gusty winds pick up topsoil, Many farmers have availed trigger germlnetlon, seeding In his area as a rages, weather is generating renewed 
that It will be buried In the drier than usual after a winter themselves of programs not Andro Kremko of Thorsby, ure to combat soil drifting, el. fearsof grhsshopperdamage. 
seabed toprotect it from Ice and of little snow cover, available ;n the 1930s. The me- Alte., 25 mllee southwest of Ed. though It was too early. Mike. Dellnskl, an Alberta 
anchors and will not lust lie on Earlier this year, federal Ag. [or one Is crop Insurance, a rrqnten, ~ys this spring is the David Helstrom, who' farms pest.controlspeciallst, says the 
the ocean floor as Is normally rlculture Minister Eugene Whe. hedge against failure which will ,,lrfest he can remember In his 16 miles south of Regina, plans weather has been Ideal for the 
the case wlth submarine cables, lan was criticized for urging at I~est reimburse farmers for 78 years. He and his senWalter to use his normal techniques., grasshopper batch'and damage 
The cable will be laid over a farmers to pray for rain. Of. the cost of planting an unsuc-' st~,ded seeding April 25, much He simply hopes for rain. might be severe, even.in areas 
three.week period beginning ' tawa has moved to set up varl, cessful crop. earllerthan the usual first week "1 look at it this way--there previously forecast for light In. 
July 1 and plans call for It to be ous emergency plans but most in Alberta, the Insurance ap. in May. Isn't an awful lot you can de festatlons. 
oporatlonal before the end of farmers are going along with pllcatlondeadllnewasextended SOIL PILING UP about i t "  
' There Is one Immediate ray August. The costs of the project 'Whelan in thinking that praying to May 6 from April 30 and offl- J.A. Hlncks, who farms near Many cattle pr.oducers, faced of hope: long-range forecasts 
will be shared by the federal is about all they can do, dais expect.'21,000 applications Penzance, 20 miles southeast of with bone.dry pastures, have call forwetler.than.normal con. 
government, Maritime Electric Tuesday, the Senate added Its this year compared with 19,000 soskatoon, says this spring is been moving animals to market ditioos across the Prairies : 
minorities equitably. And we do I 
not fear comparison with other 
countries." - GIIles Lesage 
April 30. 
Montreal Le Devoir: Before 
Bill I was tabled, Premier Rene 
Levesque said a good dozen 
,,substantial" amendments 
would be made to the white 
paper. A short time later he was 
contradicted b,/ Cultural 
Development Minister Camille 
Laurin, who said he was only 
aware of minor modifications. 
It seems it was the minister, not 
the PQ leader, who knew what 
he was talking about'... 
While the bill has a fun. 
damentally noble objective 
which is upheld by the majority 
of the province's citizens - -  that 
of estsblishlng the primacy of 
the French language in Quebec 
.--  the government decided to 
reach its goal through use of an 
extremely restrictive, and 
heavy Ingisletlve and ad- 
ministrative machine. 
It is alarming that the 
government should impooe the 
exclusive use of French in 
certain sectors in such an 
unyielding, dogmatic and 
authoritarian manner ... 
Blinded by narrow and 
chauvinistic nationalism, the 
government Is ... affirming the 
rights of the ma|orlty while 
negating those of the main 
minority group. 
As far as francizatlen is 
concerned, Bill 22, the Official 
Language Act, was a much 
more patient program, based gn 
consultation, persuaslen and 
the free participation of In. 
targeted parties. Bill 1, on the 
other hand, gives me a 
repressive regime ... The 
government will have the power 
to blackmail businesses ... and 
to make life.and.death 
decisions. 
In some cases~he stifling 
prolect seems iust~hort off, ha 
proLect and one immedlatifly 
realizes that the, laws will be 
difficult to apply in concrete 
situotlons. But in others, It will 
violate elementary liberties we 
lhough~q I enjoyed~y a l l . .  ,,:.. 
NeWI~'tI~plIMs, one b~andly,~:.. ~ 
goes ~4e l l~g t~ Rgll.~:.'i/.~.. 
minority ~ eng._Inte~ i~i~: .: ~.;,. 
respect them'=,~at  :one* ;~"-** 
wishes to assure~.~ better :~" 
lot ~an those ~ ~i-n*~itles In 
oth~/~ provinces~ 
t 
ITEMS USED IN EVERYDAY 
LIVING in Ontario crowd the 
shelves In this store at Black 
Creek Pioneer Village in Toronto. 
Known as the Laskay Emporium, 
a store which was opened in 1856, 
it has been recreated in its en- 
tirety. 
Rural 19th century 
survives in Toronto area 
By Cheryl Freedman 
Drive 29 kllometres (18 miles) 
northwest from Toronto City 
Hall and you will find that the 
30.minute trip has slipped you 
100 years Into the past to a world 
far removed from downtown 
skyscrapers and bumper.to- 
the water wheel as It moves the seven days a week, there are a 
grindstones of Roblln's Mill, number of special weekend 
where grain is still ground events which are reminlscentof 
today to produce the flour used seasonal farm adivifles cf the 
in village baking, last century. 
A former Temperance Hall In April, these centre around 
now houses the Printing Office building, with rail.splitting, 
and Weaver's Shop at the squaring logs, shingle-making 
To make reservations or 'to 
get more information, call 
Black Creek Village at 661.6600. 
For general Information 
about Canada as a travel 
destination . contact the 
Canadian Government Office of 
Tourism, 150 KenP Street, Of. 
bumpertrafflc. Itlstheworld of corner of Mlll Road and Maple and broom.making. 
Black Cree~.P~|ot~ql; V~l!#g~e, a,~,~AvenOe. 'lfi the' Prlnting Office" .' :' May Is devoted to sheep. 
"livingmuseum;'.of'rur.aldlfedn~- .are tht~ ~sse~ th~t'were:u~l ~':shearlng .and spinning, to 
south central Ontario during the 1o print weekly newspapers for harrowing and seeding and 
75 years before Canadian 
Confederation !1667). 
Here, history is.more than a 
collection of old buildings and 
artifacts. It's a way-of-life, with 
homespun-dad villagers per. 
forming the dally tasks of a 19th 
century crossroads farm 
community. 
You can stroll, into the past 
along the wooden sidewalks of 
Queen Street, the main 
thoroughfare of the village, past 
the boom town facade of the 
Laskay Emporium and Post 
Office. The Emporium is 
crammed with foodstuffs, tools, 
patent medicines, hardware, 
china, glass and what must be 
the largest meat cleaver in the 
world. You can buy horehound 
candies or old-fashioned 
creamy fudge out of heavy 
square glass candy jars. 
Across the street stands the 
Daniel Strong farm on its 
original site. The six buildings 
and their furntshlngs reflect the 
fortunes of a Pennsylvania 
German who arrived in Canada 
as a child in 1800. His first 
many small Ontario com- 
munities. Two of the presses are 
still used today to turn' out 
notices and posters. In back, the 
Weaver's Shop is filled with the 
soft hums and clicks of spinning 
wheel and weaving loom, 
producing carpets and coverlets 
for the village. 
In another building a cabinet 
maker fashions furniture and 
carves toys for the village 
chi ldren. Next door, the 
shoemaker slts hunched over 
his last. From here, you can 
hear. the ring of hammer on 
anvil as the blacksmith forges 
horseshoes and hinges. In the 
Daniel Flynn Home, 'Mrs. 
rlynn' is making candles by 
dipping long coflon wicks Into 
tallow bolllng on the iron stove. 
A rhythmic cllp-clop heralds 
the open horse-drawn wagon 
which rolls through the streets 
taking foot.weary visitors on a 
tour. 
Although " the houses, 
costumes, artifacts and ac. 
tlvitles In the village are all 
authentic, Black Creek Village 
gunsmlthlng. 
In June, you can see how our 
ancestors used to cook and bake 
before the time of Con- 
federation. 
Thevillage smithy is featured 
In July activities and the 
Printing Office in August. 
September is the time for 
putting up and preserving and 
for dying wool. 
October and November 
feature demonstrations of 
'flailing and winnowing grain 
and of spinning, weaving, rug- 
hooking, embroidery and 
condle.dipping. 
And December Is, of course, 
Christmas in the village, with 
carol singing, baking and 
cooking of Christmas goodies. 
Visitors can learn more about 
pioneer life by taking part In the 
Village's Pioneer Program. 
Groups oi' teachers and 
• students, adults and children 
can learn about home life,, 
baking, weaving, coo lir=l, 
spinning and such activities or 
about farming, forging, milling, 
wood-wor'.ing and others. 
tawa CAnada, K1A 0H6. 
: . . . . .  • ... ,~; ;.];~.. 
C[A row 
CANBERRA (Reuter) --Aus- 
tralian Intelligence services 
came under fire Thursday In an 
official report coinciding with a 
major row about the activities 
of the U.S. Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA) in Australia. 
The report on Australian In- 
telligence organizations found 
them fragmented and poorly or. 
ganized and co-ordinated. 
The report was In the hands 
of the government before the al- 
legations started last week of 
clandestine CIA spying in Aus. 
italia. 
But the findings seem certain 
to be used to support claims 
that the' CIA was able to de- 
ceive Australia about the scope 
of its activities In the country. 
Prime Minlste.r Malcolm Fra- 
ser said the government was 
' acting on the report imme- 
• "dlately by setting up a new In= 
telllgepce group to oversee-In- 
tell!genre gathering: 
Fraser has resisted op- 
home, built in 1816, is a crudely- 
furnished, three-room hewn- 
timber cabin with only an open 
fireplace for cooking and 
heati.ng. To this he added a 
smoke house, piggery and 
chicken house, and grain barn. 
In 11~32, he built a two-storey, 
seven.room house with an in-' 
door brick bake oven in the 
kitchen. This house, second- 
largest/in the village, boasts 
curtains, rugs and fine fur- 
niture, including a box sto~e 
imported from Scotland. 
If you're lucky, you may be 
offered a pl~ce of spice cake 
baked in a 'five-second' oven. 
The 'five.seconds' refers to the 
length of time a pioneer woman 
could hold her hand in  the 
hardwood.heated oven to en. 
sure that It was hot ~nough for 
baking cake. 
The smell of baking I~read 
draws you back across the 
street o the,Halfway House Inn, 
a former stagecoach stop. 
Upstairs, servants and guests 
go about their daily business -- 
baking, cleaning, playing cards. 
Downstairs, is the licensed 
diningroom where you become 
part of the village setting~ even 
though you're not in costume. 
Serving girls dressed In 
homespun will bring you a full- 
'course meal or a light snack on 
old-style .crockery. Or, if you'd 
rather, you can picnic 
anywhere on the grounds or in 
the special picnic area where 
there 'are picnic tables and 
barbecue pits. 
Up Mill ROad is the one-room 
schoolhouse, with its cast-iron 
stove In the back and its dunce 
cop at the front. Further along 
con be heard the splashing of 
Itself is a 2Oth century 
phenomenon. Only seven 
buildings, including the Daniel 
Stong backwoods farm complex 
and the Dalzlel Earn, an 
enormous Pennsylvania Ger- 
man log barn which is rnow a 
museum for 19th century .toys 
and farm implements, were 
originally built on the Black 
Creek site. These buildings 
formed the nucleus for a 
pioneer village whlch first 
opened to visitors in 1960. 
Since then, 30 bulldlngs have 
been moved to the site from 
their original ocations in small 
communities all over south 
central Ontario, some tran. 
sported In pleces and some 
jacked up and moved whole 
down the road. They have been 
restored and furnished with. 
appropriate antiques, many of 
, which were donated by farmers 
in the' Toronto area. 
In the. Firehouse Is a hand. 
pulled and hand-pumped 1837 
fire wagon' which used to race 
.through the streets, a man with 
a trumpet running before to 
clear the way. 
An original Conestoga wagon 
In the Stong Grain Barn looks 
small to TV western. 
accustomed eyes. 
You can see flintlock rifles 
and powder horns at the Gun. 
smlth's' and Spode china and. 
Chippendale furniture in 
Burwlck House,. the countrY 
gentleman's home. "- 
There is a graveyard where 
you can still make out the In- 
scriptions on the to.mbstones, an 
outdoor brick oven, an herb 
garden which Is still used a;~d .-~ 
'three-holer' pf I~ / which isn't. 
Although the village is open 
Partlcl,~ants have come from 
as far afield as the United 
States and the Marltimes. 
Free parking Is available at 
the Black Creek Pioneer Village 
site or you can take public 
transit. From April to June and 
In September and October, the 
hours are 9:30 to 5:00 (Men. to 
Frh) and 10:00 to d6:00 
(weekends and holidays). In 
July and August, the hours are 
10:00 to 6:00 (daily and 
holidays). F-om November to 
the closing date In January, the 
hours are 9:30 to 4:00 (Men. to 
Frl.) and 10:00 to 4:3'0 
(weekends and holidays). 
Admission rates for 1977 are: 
adults $2.50; children and 
students $.75; families $5.00; 
senior citizens (Men; to Frl.) 
$1.00. TI, erels a special rate for 
groups of adults of $1.75 per 
person. 
position 
Labor party demands for a full. 
scale Inquiry Into the allega- 
tions of CIA Interference he- 
cause he says there Is no case 
for an investigation. Allegations 
of CIA involvement in Australia 
were made at the trial In Los 
Angeles of U.S. code ~:lerk 
Christopher Boyce, convicted of 
passing classified in- 
formation 
to the Russians. 
Boyce said the CIA operated 
a major undercover network In 
Australia and 
manipulated 
trade unions. 
Since then there have been a 
series of other allegatJons,, n-~ 
cludlrq one by a Sydney news- 
paper, which said the CIA gave 
money to Fraser's Liberal 
party to keep It in power. Fra- 
ser has denied the report. 
Mo:rsE 'S DAY SPECIALS 
oN 
GEMSTONE j I.:WE LERY 
FROM 
S 
l ock   HOP 
11- -  4619 QUEENSWAY 635-9384 
IN TIMBERLAND •TRAILER PARK 
OPEN: DAILY 6--9PM, W'KEND 10-9  
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No 200-mile limit 
i 
New Zealand waters new prey 
for foreign fishing vessels 
By J.C. Graham 
CP Correspondent 
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (CP) 
Spurred by the declarations of 
200.mile i:ol~omic zones off the 
coasts of !Sovi'et Asia and other 
Northern ~Hemls'phere regions, 
fishing vessels of several 
nations are invading the South 
Pacific In unprecedented 
numbers. 
After an aerial survey, 'the 
New Zealand defence depart- 
ment reported the presence of 
399 foreign fishing vessels off 
the coasts, 378 of them less than 
200 miles from shore. 
Most of the vessels are 
Japanese, but they Include also 
ships from Russia, Taiwan and 
the United States. Vessels from 
South Korea, Romania and 
other countries have been 
reported recently. 
New Zealand waters are rich 
in varieties of fish of high 
commercial value and the local 
industry catches only a small 
proportion of available sup- 
plies. " 
The Japanese have thought it 
worthwhile for many years to 
come thousands of miles to 
harvest the rich bounty off the 
New Zealand coasts. At present 
a 12.mile flshlng zone is en- 
forced. An agreement has been 
made with Japan to observe this 
l imit and Japanese vessels 
found Infringing it are 
disciplined on their return to 
Japan. 
FLEETS DOUBLE 
However, the declaration of 
200.mile economic zones in 
other parts of the world is 
forcing ever more vessels of 
other nationalities to waters 
still not subject to restridlon. In 
the past two years the number 
of foreign vessels off the New 
Zealand coast has doubled.' 
Even British trawlers, 
displaced from Icelandic 
waters, are reported to .be 
contemplating transferrlng to 
New Zealand• 
Anyone bfi regular com. 
martial flighb near the New 
Zealand coasts at night sees 
virtual cities of brilliantly lit 
flares and searchlights 
clustering round the coasts at a 
distance of a few miles. Forelgn 
vessels pnd~ their aflendant 
small craft operate th'rotJ~fi0Ut 
the'night as well as by day. 
From the air it almost looks as 
though the country is closely 
invested by offshore besiegers. 
The establishment of a 200- 
mile economic zone off the New 
Zealand coasts Is expected 
soon. It has been under con- 
sideration for several years and 
it is thought hat the Invasion by 
foreign fishing fleets is partly 
influenced by the idea of 
establishing "t radi t ional"  
rights as a factor for future 
negotiation. 
At present New Zealand Is 
CONCERN GROWS 
The New Zealand experience 
Is typical of that in many parts 
of the South Pacific. Concern is 
growing at tempting offers of 
economic assistance made by 
• Russia to small island nations 
like Tonga and Western Samoa. 
Offers have been made to assist 
in airport building and other 
facilities, and the belief is that 
the Russians would want shore. 
strained in resources even to " based facilltles for flshlng fleets 
enforce the 12.mile fishing zone. 
If a 200.mile economic zope Is 
declared, there would be little 
prospect of policlng it ef- 
fectively without a real Increase 
in air force and naval sur- 
veillance feclUtles. 
In return. 
Russia has previously made 
requests to New Zealand for 
shore facilities for fisheries 
vessels, but the .approaches 
have been declined. But the 
FOREIGN MINISTERS 
Boycott of games 
subject of talks 
By JOHN HAY 
LONDON (CP) -- Canadian 
External Affairs Minister Don 
Jamleson launched a series of 
pre.summit ministerial meet- 
ings Thursday with a coil on 
Shrldatff Ramphah secretary- 
general of the Com- 
monwealth. 
Jamleson's spokesman said . 
chief topics at the meeting were 
plans for the Commonwealth 
le;;ders' meeting next month 
and continuing' efforts to avoid 
a boyc6ff of the 1978 Corn. 
monwealth Games to be held in 
Edmonton. 
More than 20 Commonwealth 
members are threatening to 
boycott he Games unless New 
Zealand stops ite sports con- 
tacts with South Africa. • 
New Zealand Prime Mlntster 
Robert Muldoon has inststedthe' 
Commonwealth Games are not 
Important enough to budge him 
from the principle that New 
zealanders hould be permifled 
• to play where they want without 
government Interference. 
Whi le  Prime Minister 
Trudeau and other leaders ar. 
rive today for their weekend 
summit, Jam leson !had..-meet. 
Ings ~scheduled with U.S. 'State 
Secretary Cyrus Vance and 
Japanese Foreign Minister Ii. 
chiro Hatoyama. 
Among subjects likely to be 
raised with Vance are the U.S.. 
Canada talkson new marltlm ~= 
boundaries 
small tropical island nations 
have fewer economic resources 
and are consequently thought ~ 
be the more vulnerable to ap. 
preaches from the Russians or 
other nations. 
Alread~ the prospect has 
brought increased offers of 
economic assistance from 
countries like Australia, New 
Zealand and the United States, 
but If'is far from certain that the 
alternative plans are suf- 
ficiently attractive to deter the 
Island states fro'n accepting 
tempting Sovlet propositions. 
The whole topic is likely to be, 
the central issue at a meeting of 
the South Pacific Forum In 
August. This grouping is a fairly 
informal meeting of heads of 
state of South Pacific countries 
and it meets at Irregular in- 
tervals to discuss I matters of 
mutual concern. 
If the Law of the Sea Con- 
ference falls to reach a con. 
sensus before August, It Is likely 
that the South Pacific Forum 
will , recommend jolnt 
declarations of 200-tulle 
economic zones by all South 
Pacific countries. 
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NO RADICA! 'I:et./ltNZST CLARK FLIRTING URANIUM ENRICHMENT 
McTeer wo :t comment W TH SEPARATISTS NO  roducts 
on Margaret's lifestyle 
bne completed her exam- 
;:,titans or,e week ago and ex- 
pects to graduate June 6. 
"1 would never want fo go 
back to school if my life de- 
pended on it," she said. 
WON'T ARTICLE YET 
Ms. McTeer said she plans to 
"put off articling for a year. 
"1 have Joe career to con- 
Elder before mine and of course 
there is Catherine." 
The baby will be six months 
01d Friday. 
She told the students they can 
have children and a career. 
"But It Is a question of the 
quality of day care," she said. 
"1 feel sorry for those women 
who must work in low.paying 
jobs and really rely on day 
care." 
Ms. McTeer said that "as a 
society we must look at part- 
time work for mothers." 
BEING ENCOURAGED 
She said women "are being 
encouraged at the highest levels 
in most career fields. 
"But ' there are areas that 
need improvement. 
"At your stage of academic 
development you should be de- 
ciding what career you are In. 
terested In. 
"And keep an e~te on your 
marks because a lot of profes- 
sional schools now require a 
high, sometimes A, average to 
enter." 
Asked by one student If she 
considered herself a radical fe- 
minist, Ms. McTEAr replied: 
"1 am not a radical feminist. 
I think that's lust a nice label 
for someone who doesn't fit an- 
other's views." 
OAKVILLE, Ont. (CP) --  
Jack Homer, Alberta member 
of Parliament who recently 
switched to the Liberals from 
the Progre~-sive Conservatives, 
ha s accused Conservative 
leader Joe Clark of flirting wl~h 
the separatist Parti Quebecols. 
Horner, minister without por- 
tfolio, told the Halton federal 
L I b e r a I riding as~l~:iation 
Wednesday that .Clark is' seek- 
lag short-term gains fop his 
party at the expense of Canada. 
After the meeting, Homer 
said In an interview Clark 
would not allow Conservative 
members of Parliament o say 
anything bad about the Partl 
Quebecois government in Que- 
bec. 
"He (Clark) wants to keep 
the Partl Quebecois voters vot- 
Ing anti-Liberal," he said. "He 
wants those votes." 
Clark's flirtation, he sald, will 
have no benent for Canada or 
the Conservative party. All 
TORONTO (CP) - • ',~aureen 
McTeer Clark. wife u| 9pposi- 
lion leade. Joe Clark, said to- 
day she has made it a policy 
not to comment on the lifestyle 
of Margaret Trodeau, wife of 
the prime minister. 
During an address to 250 fe- 
male secondary-school students 
at a day.long workshop on liber- 
ating female potential, one par- 
ticipant asked whet Ms. McTeer 
thought of Margaret Trudeau's 
effort at Ilberatlng female po T 
tentlal. 
While the audience laughed, 
Ms. McTeer answered: "1 make 
It a policy not to comment on 
Mrs. Trudeau." 
Instead, Ms. McTeer talked 
about herself, her baby Cath- 
arlr, e and how glad she was to 
be finished her final law exam- 
Inatlons at the University of Ot- 
tawa. 
,mter c jainswi l lbeshort.term from -ew processes gains. 
He said the best areument II II 
against Quebec's;separatlon is
that it would result In the The disclosure may remow a atomic arms. nique, using common chel,~lir311 
breakup of the home market for potential source of conflict be- The Paris newspaper Le inDustry equipment. 
Quebec's and Canada's econo. 1Wash President C~rter and .~or.de, in a dispatch ;ram 5alz. The technique "requlr ls less 
mice. Canada is not like the Eu. some U.S. allies at the London burg, saidthe French technique sophisticated technology than 
summit this weekend, is a chemical exchange tech- the other known processes" 
'7i  an economic, framewo~:, he proliferation of atomic arms, a said. concern frequently expressed 
"Canada's home market is by Carter. ~ 
lust not big enough." Andre Glraud, general ad- 
Hornersald he feels Prlne mln. ?20 LAKELSE AVE.  PHONE 131411i 
Minister Trudeau is the best Istrator of the French Atomic 
man to lead Canada through the Energy Agency, announced the 
economic and emotional crises development of the new tech- sHoWING AT 8 P.M. 
ahead, nique at a meeting of the MAY 4-7 
"1 admit I said a lot of tar .  French Council for External i STAB IS  BONN 
rible things about Trudeau in Nuclear Policy. 
the House," he said. "But my He said it has "the advantage Kris Kristofferson Barbra Streissnd 
earller judgments of the prime of permitting preducti0n of 
minister were made without a slightly enriched uranium suit- MAY 8-10 
real knowledge of him." able for. supplying nuclear gen- "THE TEIIAIIT" 
Oakvllle is about 20 miles erators, without being able to 
west of Toronto. be used in practice -~s the Roman Polanskl 
highly enriched urdnlum em- 
played for weapons." 
PROTESTANT STRIKE NODETAILS MAY 7 MATINEE 2 P .M.  
Giraud gave no details of the 
process, and a spokesman for "FRElil(lr FIIIIlliP' "Scabs" meet violent reaction theagencyrefus('dtoelaborate. • The spokesman said Glraud ~ ~,9  P .M.  N IGHTLY  
planned a news" conference to- 9 ~,.M. ONLY  ON SUNDAY 
i n  Ulster's sectarian walkout theday where he would exp la lncou ld  be the "the conditions through which MAY 4-7; " FRillY BELFAST (AP)  - -  Militant be a popular rejection of the Norm- -member work force, which is Ireland's electricity, were sup- process basis File|K[ 
Protestants stoned" policemen strike call. Most stores were era Ireland has been ruled largely Protestant, reported for porting the strike, for international co- ~/bit'Olsney 
• directly by the central govern- work. The power workers' support operation." and buses, set up roadblocks open. Canada and the U.S. have OF- 
and tried to Intimidate workers BRICKS HURLED meat in London for the past "The strike is on its last ofasimllar Profestantetrlkeln MAY 8.10 
Thursday as a three.day-old About 60 strikers, Including threeyoars, legs,"a commerce department May1974 was cruclal to its suc- 'posed the export of nuclear ' 'THE EIIFOROEII 
strike aimed at porel- women, hurled bricks and hot- USING MUSCLE spokesman said Thursday. But eaSE. That protest toppled,the technology to non.nuclear 
generalyzing Northern ireland ap- ties at police officers trying to Squads from Ulster Defenco there was no sign it would end first joint Protestant.Roman states 
Feared to falter, break up • human barricade Association (U DAX(, Nor- soon. "We're not finished yet," C a t h o I I c administration when the equipment sold would ~ . ~  CIInt Early/oDd 
Several persons, Including a blocking roads, to factories in thern declared Jim Smyth, a leader in Northern Ireland's history, facilitate the production of ,o,~:,,~, ,o,,.,:.; ,,.,.., 
mother and her three-month-old Belfast's Oundenald suburb, pa- I r e I a n d ' s b I g g e s t of the hardline United Unionist 
baby, were seriously injured in lice said. They said several offl- Protestant 
the violence, a police spokes, cars were dragged bleedlng street army and the strikers' 'ActionCouncil, wh chorgan zedthe  mass protest action. 
man said. from the clash and six persons m u s c I e ,  renewed attempts Hundreds of power workers 
"This appears To be a violent were arrested. Thursday tolntlmidate workers were on the lob at Northern Ire- 
backlash to the apparent failure In the staunchly Profestsnt at the big Harland and Wolff land's four generating stations. 
of the strike to gain support," Sandy Road district, gangs of shipyard on Belfoet's east side. That ended confusion over 
the spokesman sald. youths hilacked vehicles and Thestrlkeenforcersmovedln whether technlclansat he Bal- ~ ] ~ ~ ) ~  
In a killing apparently ante- stoned buses, Injuring several after shipyard officials reported lylumford Statlen, which sup- 
lated to the strike, a gunman persons, that almost the entire 9,000. plies two-thirds of the Northern 
shet and killed a taxi driver in In the North Belfast suburb o'  l erroceS ,._,,...,, 
the Roman Catholic Andersons- Newtonabbey, s imilar at- ip ' , 2 3&6 4 9 
town district of Belfast, police tacks ' ' J 
said. They said they believed injured other bus passengers, _ ,  SEATTLE--Y • 9:00 GCOO MORNING B.C ' ; 
the slaying was the work of the including the mother and child, i J  FI~,IENDLY G~Am" 9: 30 KAmEr=WS ~ '  
Irish Republican Army The strikers were demanding -WHEEL OF FoWrtms B.C. SCHOOLS 10:00 JEAN CANNER BLIICTIIICCO. 
(IRA). tougher steps against the 
The government's commerce mostly Roman Catholic IRA, ~ Mn. DRESSUP 10:30 DEFINITION /UTI'CART 
department reported an aver. which has been trying to drive S0 GRAND SLAM ~s lmsm" 11:00 FIRSlrlMPIRESSIQNS AlrrsIX, 
age BO.par.cent turnout at facto- the British out of Northern Ire- GONG SHOW 11:30 ~OT .aNm sclmiclsM¢laL 
rips across Northern Ireland land and to unite It with the L ItOI.LY1NOODSQUARES BOB McLEAN SHOW 12:00 NeoNNEWS MOUJO~NmmW 
Thursday in what appeared to Irish republic to the south. The DAYS OF OUR LIVES ClBC NEWS 12:30 
.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:;:.:.:.:.:.:.:.~'.-:.:.:.:-:.: death toll In the eight.year.old 1 Southern Nights 5 ,NUmNSE "=~ra womam 
terrorist war is at least 1,741. 9. Hote l  Ca l i fo rn ia  ~.(~QIe 1 JOURNAL INTER. WILD KINGDOM I : 00 IN$10~OUT 
• Ea es ~ 1:30 MUSIC Pt~S : Protestant mil itants were 3 The  thJl~s we do for love 10 ooClOes DEATH VALLEY ~YS BRITISH . , .  , Do.' ,,ve .p o. So.] . i ,:0o ' . - -o - - . . . . .o ,  
CAPTAIN  demanding that London r v lveNoHhern  Irel nd's Protestant- ~ 1;'])'at I l j~ l t  ChJU|wack 7 EDGE OF NIGHT 2:30 ALLAN~L REACHING otrr 
So in to you Atlanta Rhythm Section 6 MOVES "N.m~r One" "rAKE 30 3:00 WHAT'S THE GOOD 
BRUSSELS (Reuter) - -  A dominated  par l iament .  7 Don't leave me this way  • Thelma Houston 9 Ce-,=~wCODKS 3:30 ANOmSnWORLD o Jmr .~ oommm¢,f 
mystery ship that disappeared. 8 Lido shuff le Boz $caggs z2 
on the high seas eight years ago Bryce  , say you' l l  stay unt i l  Tom Jones  11 ,T, SYOURC~CS 4:00 SES~,= SVmllIT 
with 200 tons of ura,flum ore - -  tomorrow NIC'N mC 4:30 LUCY SHOW 
was the Hamburg- res'-ns g registered 10 Rich g i r l  Hal l  & Dates 4 MARY HARTMAN GALLERY 5 :00  E~ERGENCY MISTER ROOillIIS 
Scheersberg, commanded by a 11 C'est toujours a recom- ']'ou]ouse 16 NEWS LOVE AMER. ST'VLE 5:30 ELECTRIC CO. 
British captaln and first officer, OTTAWA (CP) -- Robert mencer NGUR~SS 6:00 NL=V,S HOU~ sowrr soalrrY 
Informed sources said here to- Bryce, chairman of the two. 12 When I need you Leo Sayer 17 
day. year-old royal commission on 13 Sir Duke Stevie Wonder 8 N~: NEWS ~ 6:30 ZOOM 
The sources said that al. corporate concentration, hasre. 14 I l ike drearnin'  Kenny Nolan 10 SEAI"n.ETONIGH'! ~;AMILY 1:00 FISH LEHRERREPOIt'T 
though member states of the signed because of ill health, AI. 15 You y'  look good Joani Taylor HOU.YWDOO mUAR'=S ' 7:30 STARSOU ~CS WAY ,IT WaS 
European Economic Commu. lan MacEachen, act ing  pr ime 16 Can't stop dancin' Captain & Tenniile SANFORO&SON ~mVT~LERMOOR= 8:00 OONNY&MARm WASmNmON~W. 
n i ty  investigating the dis- minister, said Thursday. 17 Couldn't get it right Climax Blues Band \ 
appearance of the uranium But Pierre Nadeau and Rob- 18 DO ya Elec. Light Orchestra 19 CH,CO&THEMAN CHI¢O&TNEMAN 8:30 . WALLSI'.WK. 
withheld the results of their ert DIckerson, Bryce's two Tel- 19 Dancing Queen Abba 13 ROCKFORD FILES COMIN' UPCOUNTRY 9:00 RO(XFORDFILES MASIIRPIIL~E 11)f~dk'rlRIE 
findings from EEC authorities, low commissioners, bothdenled 20 Right t ime of the night JennKer Warnes 9:30 
there is little doubt the ore s u g g e s t i o n s by Op- These Records Avai lable At:  C)UINCY POL la~Y 10:00 "' QUINCY I=ORSYT~SA~A ' 
ended up in Israel. position IO:3Q 
The EEC authorities have Leader Joe Clark that they 
been highly embarrased by dis- were leaving also and that the NE1A/S THE NA~qBNAL I I  :00 NEWS HOUR FINAL AGRONSHY 
closures of Paul Leventhah a ~ommission's report may never TONIGHT SHOW NIGHT ~N~. 11:3.0, 'Ot.VM~A "n 
U.S. nuclear expert, that 200 be completed. 9o ;;.'P,~-~GSLIVE 12:00 ~ r S ~  I ' ~  ~ 
tons of uranium under the con- He refused to reveal the ~cy', 
trol of Euratom, the EEC sources of his information. , LATESHQWII"IheM¢Iim,* 
atomic energy agency, dis. /v~acEachen said he would In-'~ MIDNIGHT SPECIAL LATE SHOW Ul '.'T.Imale 
appeared between Antwerp and vestigcde the matters raised by .o~tfllr/,, 
the Italian port of Geno,~ in Nod Clark. _ _ 
vember, 1968. ~ 1 ~  ~ ~1)~11~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ) ~ L ~  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
SPEED BUGGY ~ SESAME STREET 9 :  00 KIDDIES ON KAMERA ~ UPON ¢ i UKE MYSELF 9:  00 ¢c ARCH , SESAME S ET I '
GARI)ENING 9:30 C-gNEST ANGLEY ,MON$~=K SQU~O ; 9:30 M~OWAN &C~ ZOOM 
IT IS WP'TTIrN 10:00 "~tAL k'OBERT$ $ESAME STREET SPACE G H O S'l:. POLKA DOT ODOR 10:00 
F, FRANKINSTEIN ~ i INFINITY FACTORY 
MEET THE PRESS " WILD K~NGOOM 10:30 C)AY OF OiSCOVEeY ,BIG J_OHN_, LITTLE JOHN OQUBLE DECKER ~0:30 LET'S GO " REBOP 
SEATTLE M.~RI ; :~5 MEETING PLACE ~1:00 . T IS WRI'IrI"EN SESAME STREET MAJOR LEAGU~ SATURDAY MORNING ~1:00 WORLD CUP HOCKEY CAR RASOLENDAS 
"BASEBALL 11:30 ..,.~RNERTEDARN~TRONG "BASEBALL ~ KLAHANIE 11:30 SESAME STREET - 
LIVING TOMORROW 12:00 GOOD NEWS ' BOLD ONES 12:00 ' 
LOOK WHO'S HEqE 12:30 A~APS TO REASON ~v 12:30 em ~LUl . ' : ' _ _ -="  - 
MUSICTOSEE 1 ;()0 TERRY WINTERS SIX AMER. FAMILIES CIRCLESQUARE 1 :00  1MDE WORLD OF SPORTS FIRESIOE KIT¢liAgN .- 
COUNTRY CANADA | : 30 S'rAr~ TREK NFB FILMS 1 : 30 aLIAS 
WCT DOUBLES FINAL V,I.P. "" 2 :  00 GREAT PERFORMANCES EXPLORERS N,A.S,L. SOCCER . 2 :  00 KENTUCKY OF.kaY ViI~rORY ~AIIOUN ' 
CBC SUNDAY SPORTS 2:30 SUNDAY THEATRE "Th~ FALL 0;= EAOLES 2:30, IDEATHING " 
3:00 A.-~..~uts,, INDIAN ARTISTS 3:00 ALL STAR INI~.$~LING WOMAN 
3:30 WASHIN~rON WK. SATURDAY MArl'= ,roche - -  3:30 eOOK ~.AT 
- WORLD OF DISNEY 4:00 HORSTKOEHLER WALLST. WK. CBCSAT. SFORTS 4:00 N~.K)WAN&CO, PREVIN if, TllAli~ pllt'r. 
4: .1G QUES~!ON PERIOD aLACK PERSPECTIVES 4:30 SHOW BIZ -- SBURGN ,,m. 
GRANDSTAND NFlL HOCKEY 5":bu LASTGFWILD SOCCER WORLD OF SURVI' ~ SPACE 1999 5:00 JOYS OF COLLECTING ~ NOVA 
NEWSERVICE ~ : 30 CAPITAL COM/~NT .~IEWSERVICE S: 30 RED FISHER 
NBC NEV," , , 6:00 NEWS HOUR CONSUMER KIT NBC NEWS SATURDAY NEWS 6:00 NEWS HOUR TRII~ BYE 
Ho~ co~,=~ 6:30 ~, i - -  AMER. SHORT STORY ANIMAL WORLD WATSON REPuK; 6: 30 THE' CONNECTION i 
r ~L O ~ DISNEY' 7 :00  HARDY BOYS-NANCY UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS WILD KINGDOM O~- / '~R EDUCATION 7 :00  -"-;',~'RGENCY LOQK AT M~ 
7:30 DREW GONG SHOW ANDY WILLIAMS 7 :30  ONCE UPON A r l  ~C 
CROSSFOIr~'T ,~:00 SIXMILLIONDOLLARMAN PREVIN & THE PITT. EMERGENCY HAPPY DAYS 8 :00  ACADEMYPER~ THI=PALU¢mn~ " 
MONEY'MAKERS , 8:30 , SBUROH KING, OF: KENSINGTON 0:30 *. "EIg~r S;,-~,;~ 
-BIG EVENT HYMN , S~NG, j , . . .  :: ~ " 9 :00  DEAN MARTIN MASTERPIECE THEATRE NBC SATURDAY MOVIE MASH : 9 :00  OL,UII OATI! i 
..... '"The MEn lllXn Atlsnfls: "lrhl ~ ~ BARNEY MILLER ' 9:30 - REACH'FOR TOP 9:30 Death Smuts" ERNIE KOVAa 
-~ eeACHCOt~ERS I 0: 00 W.S PALLISERS CAROL BURNETT | 0: 00 SOUNI)~lrAGI~ 
- ' TONY EANpALL 10:39 ' , 10:3Q KNESKtN ' 
NL=VVS , THE NAT|ANAL . | | : 0 0 NEWS I'IOUR FINAL IA~RLD PRESS NEWSERVICE THE' NATIONAL | | : 00 CTV NEWS SIGN 01ql= " 
- FIVE STAR MOVIE NIGHT FINAL 11:30 , QUESTION PERIOD WEEKEND NlOH'r FINAL 11':30 
• .,,comjtoftr, m~ot t t .~  LATE s~ow ,'~e F.n~' 12;00 LA'rE.~HOWl"aMtleoftht LATE SHOW "Z~n c~ a 12:'00 LATE* mOW I "story 
,.AimS" "~.,~,,,~ US" " "  "River Finite" ' S;,,;~,~" i Tmld~ LG;,~ '~ 
l LATE SHOW II "STOW of , LATE SHOW II "Bridge al- 
l 
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Why I e p 1 ov mom... LIQUOR BRANCH POST-CONTROLS 
by students at Pat Oavldson s Grade  two  c lass E. T. KenneySchoo l  FINALL Y GIVES iN Su er  agency 
SURREY.  B .C .  (CP ,  - -  Ed I th  at leas ,  amonth ,  t O O  powerful Thornton has won a battle with HOUNDED BY CREDITORS 
i 
L~ve 1"r~ ~.  
I _ I 
wor~;~S so hard =.d yo,~ sko,~g s~ 
o &,/ off fo~ ~ l~le ~¢~k exn~ ~o~ 
s~l~ ed- ~ bi.q kot; J~y fo~" tk~e reeks 
,~o, k':" *.I'~+ Io.s ,,o,,. 
~od. 'to mo~ from 
Y- love you. ~orher be~o~s~ )/o~ help 
my s;s r Thomk, o.nd 
. . . .  f "C~ yoa made ~ c/~cola/e ~/~e I. g~ 
I ,ve mof&r 
SU,~- :3 , .a : tv . ,  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  : . .  " 
='~ ~ ~.t~ ~ . . . . . . . .  '~':~ ": ....... " ° 
Love b'nd  : 
. . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.~ . . . . . . .  : . . . . .  
• .  "~.~ .:.,, :, ..': 
morn ..! LoW ,,ey mu . b~se ~ou 
be / Love 
. ,o 
...and a happy Mother's Day to you 
Wall to  --Carpet & -Drapery Service 
Now serving the Bulkley val ley and TERRACE 
TAKE A SCENIC DRIVE AND ENJOY VALUE AND SELECTION 
. . , .:! • 
E ~ i !! 
' E : ii :~ 
' .  E 
S ,i!! i.L I T 
I / , , I fom~ yd. I . . . . . . . .  ~ '  A We CaITy 500 pair of Ready 
A , ~ Twist T made Drapes in all popular I . .-,,m-, ~ , .  , E sizes, and a wide range of 
; ~ ScdVwml  S coloun and paltems. 
S lums ' • ' ' ' -  - , ' 
I " "?, ~ ... I , ,  ' ~ox~0, ~,,he,, , Umld, q,~, .: • • '6) ~ • ~ 7 
I " " '  ~ HOME 
d..,®"',""" ~URNISHINGS 
added tey0ur proem . • , '. ........ .....N...rr ~ - ~8~hen0uahtv matters. - ,  -~ 
the provincial liquor admlnis. 
tratlon branch, but says she is 
bitter over the way the family 
has been affected by the eight. 
month ordeal. 
Beginning Monday, the pro- 
* ~ vinclal liquor store adlacent o 
a convenlence'store she and her 
husband #hn,~vlll remain open 
until 8 p.m. art a six-month trial 
periocl. 
The liquor store originally 
closed at 11 p.m., but last Au. 
gust, following complalnte by 
municipal officials and police, 
t h • I i q u o r administration 
branch changed the closing 
hour to 6 p.m. 
Mrs. Thornton, who says that 
95 per cent of hot shop's busi. 
hess was done with after.6 p.m. 
liquor patrons, began a struggle 
to get the liquor store hours ex. 
panded. 
She eaid the early closing 
dropped her store's monthly 
gross to about $1,000 from 
$2O,OOO. 
In recent months, the store 
has been open only three days a 
week because "1 lust don't feel 
up to any more," and added 
that her doctor has advised her 
to stay away from the store for 
Mrs. Thornton said the family 
continues to be beselged by 
creditors, and her husband, 
Harold, is doing odd lobs In ad. 
dillon to working at the stare to 
pay the $800 monthly store rent 
and $900 mortgage payments on 
their home. 
She is critical of municipal of- 
flclals who did not contact her 
before advocating reduction of 
liquor store hours, but "lust 
took the word of the police, 
which, surprising as it may 
seem, Is not always gospel." 
She says that the argument 
that rowdyism was reason to 
close the store earlier was un- 
founded, and that the mall in 
which the liquor store and her 
shop are located is quiet after 6 
p.m. and far more vulnerable to 
vandalism than ~vhon people 
are around. 
She says the kids are still 
winners because they are "still 
able" to get liquor from adults 
prepared to buy it for them." 
Mrs. Thornton says she has 
recorded car Iiconce numbers 
of people she has seen buying' 
liquor for under-age youths, but 
police seem to .take Ilfflo inter- 
eat In the Information. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Auditor- 
General James Macdonnel said 
Thursday he will spend more 
than one-quarter of his $20 roll. 
lion budget his.year hiring pro- 
tesslonal auditors from private 
firms because his office doesn't 
hero enough manpower to do 
the lob. 
Macdonnel told the Commons 
miscallanetus estimates com- 
mittee, revlowlng the budget for 
his office, he will spend about 
aS.6 million this year hiring out- 
side protassionals on a short- 
~erm basis, compared with 
about $2.8 million last year. 
"We lack the qualified people 
In the middle ranges," he told 
the commiflee. 
Macclonnel's last annual re- 
port to Parliament warned that 
the federal government was los- 
Ing. control of Its spending be- 
cause of Inadequate financial 
reviews In departments. 
SET UP TEAMS 
Since his last annual report 
last fall, Macdonnel's office has 
set up 14 teams that new are 
working in dlfferen 
govern -  
moat departments assessing 
their management aml flesh. 
clal 
controls. 
A report of their findings will 
be Included in the auditor-gen- 
eral's 1978 report to Perils- 
monf, sold Kenneth Belbeck, 
• who heads up the program. 
Macdonnel cold he had been 
getting good co.operatlon from 
Crown corporations which are 
to be subject to stiffer flnancla! 
controls announced reconfly by 
the government. 
Maccionnel said in his lost re. 
port that AECL had not prop- 
erly accouMed for more than 
$10 million of ohout $18 million 
paid to agents In the sale of nu- 
clear reactors to Argentine and 
South Korea. 
He sold that prior to the new 
controls, the audit standard: 
applied to Crown corporations 
had been "substonflolly lower" 
thon they would have ox. 
mrlonced In the prlvote, sector. 
¢ENTURIF.S OF EUROPEAN ~
TRADITION NOW 
BECOMING A 
WAY OF LIFE TO MILLIONS 
$5 mi l lnon in outs ide  fees  
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The coun- 
try needs a whole range of con. 
suiting agencies, not one central 
governmeQt.~usiness-lahor 
body, to keep the economy ~n 
an even keel after wage and 
price controls are lifted, Rod 
BIIodeau, president of the Cana- 
d ian  Manufacturers '  
Association 
(CMA), said Thursday. 
in a speech to the Institute of 
General Management here, Bi- 
Iodeau said new consulting bed- 
lea must ~e closely linked to 
Parliament and represent all 
areas of the economy. 
He rejected the idea of a 
single three-cornered group as 
lnapproprlato because "one su- 
per consultative body cannot 
adequately deal with all policy 
fields." 
Biledeau, chief executive offi- 
cer of Honeywoll Ltd. In To. 
ronto, told the managers' esso- 
cletion that several consulting 
groups should be set up to ad- 
vise on such things as energy, 
agriculture and competition 
pol- 
icy. 
He rejected the idea of a body 
such as the CMA being empow- 
ered to make commitments 
binding all of its members. 
"Such a concentration .of 
power is anathema to our con- 
capt of freedom," he said. "1 
am not anxious to move this 
country towards fascism or 
even a developed f~rm of corpo- 
ratlsm." 
He told reporters that the 
Idea of a post.controls govern. 
meat monitoring agency to keep 
tabs on Incomes and profits Is 
acceptable to the CMA but an. 
necessary because agencies 
such as Statistics Canada al- 
ready monitor Incomes and 
prices. 
"But If it's the price we have 
to pay to get out of controls Jts 
acceptable," he said. 
OF NORMAN8 
Pure goose down continental 
quilts that ellmlmne blankets, 
bedspreads, top sheets and bqM 
making forever. Simply • year 
round light weipht sleep for 
the rest of your lifel 
Write for a free b¢ochum: 
The European Eiderdown 
Shop Mail Order Division 
4781 Kingswey St., 8urnaby, 
B.C. 
Then phone your order 
collect (604) 437.9333 
Fectow Outlets 
VANCOUVER - VICTORI~ 
.O i 
r - . . . . . .  "L  
aealt  Worla 
Member Brokers 
br ingyou  their  best 
^ 
UPLANDS RESIDENCE: 
Large and nicely appointed 
home situated in pleasant 
neighborhood of similar 
quality homes(Located at 4726 
Halliwell Ave." Phone Frank 
Skidmore, 635.5691, and 
arrange viewing. 
Modern spilt level home in 
good location. S bedrooms, 
Wall to wall carpeting, natura I
gas heating, fruit trees, 
garden, landscaped & fenced. 
In good condition. Full price 
only $56,000. Call Horst 
Gedlinski, 63S.5397. 
1084 ~q. ft. starter home. 3 
bedrooms, full basement, 
located on large lot on Scott 
Avenue. Phone B. Parfifl for 
appointment to view. 635.4971. 
Beautiful home with !ove ly*  
v iew'  overlooking town. 
Situated in quiet neigh- 
hourhond with nicely land- 
scaped yard. Located at 4615 
Wesfview Drive. Price 
recently reduced to $84,500. 
Call Frank Skidmoro, 635. 
5691, to view. 
Immaculate 3bedroom home, 
ideal for growing family, close 
to schools. Features sunken 
living room with fireple~e. 
1442 sq: ft., only 2 years old. 
Price reduced to $43,000. For 
further information call Horst 
Godlinski, 635.5397. 
Only S years old . close to 
schools - large yard. This 3 
bedroom home with some 
basement finishing has lust 
recently been placed on the 
market. Owner leaving town 
and asks $47,500. Contact 
Fran~ Skidmoro for further 
details. 
": | I i  
Ideal starter home situated o~ 
63'x177' lot. Bungalow style, 2 
bedrooms, featured mirrored 
wall in living room. Easy 
terms. Priced at the low cost 
of $29,000. Call Horse Gndlinski 
for any of your real estate 
requirements, 635.5397. 
The home of your dreamsl 
Four bedrooms, fireplace, 
exceptional view and spacious 
comfort hroughout ar~ just a 
few of the features. Attached 
two car garage and quiet 
location. Asking S69,900. Call 
" " ' " ~ ~ : ~ ,  ~ ". ~* ~.. ~ Squires, 635-7616. ..... ~*~Y~ **~ :~, .~* .  * E ~ "  " - -~ ie  ~' ~.. Kelly 
- - -  ~0 ~u: ~i~ A ve~ .roc, ica, homo with~ 2 
bedrooms and a ful l  
basement. The yard is all 
fenced and landscaped and Split level, throe bedrooms, 
includes a steel storage shed~ fireplace and patio are lust the 
I The house is very clean and in beginningl Only by viewing 
J LookingforacountrYe;rO:;? very good condition. The this home can it be ap- 
e How about a 4 b basement offers a 4th preciated. On a landscaped . . . . . .  
J residence on :/2 acre lot on bedroom and laundry room "lot, quiet street and popular n!g _nV0?ns~:m, umnO~lenm 
54 000 Call xncnen, e pl g, Kalum Lake Rd. Owner asks and rumpus room. Phone area Asking $ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i only $4S,000. Call Frank Frank Skidmore at 63S.5691 or Kelly Squires, 635.7616 or drop ,~.:men~00~a"hl~°ni~ln~. 
out our ,~n,,v ~, ,  • ,-- l Skldmere for viewing. 635. see it" on Realscape in our in and check . . . . . . . . . .  office ,, ,, r..voqnnsKi for GerBilS, 435 5391 i 5691. . RealScope display. • " " 
[ 635-4971 
PARK + AVENUE I ' 
461§ Park Avenue , REALTY LTD, 
. , . . . . ° , • . • 
t t "  
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Canadiens squeeze past To TEST SOVIETS P,rates thefts 
. tonVlENnNA:,CsP~ounRgleCs k ::: s S p e e d y c h a n g • pstart Islanders 2 1 ceman ,n the  world hockey game, ,  U i champio s ip, Isn't ready to scheduled to start at 3 p. . PITTSBURGH (AP) -  Inthe In the Reds' 1975 playoff 
concede defeat to the Sovlet Un- EDT, the Canadians were 1975 National League playoffs, sweep, Pittsburgh didn't at- 
UNIONDALE, N.Y. [CP) -  
Ken Dryden's clutch goaltend. 
Ing made Bob Gatney's two 
goals stand up as Montreal Ca- 
nadians advanced to National 
Hockey League's Stanley Cup 
final by defeating New York 
Islanders 2-1 Thursday night to 
take their best.of-seven semi-ft. 
nal 4-2. 
Gainey opened the scoring 
with seven seconds gone in the 
first period and added his sec- 
ond of the game midway 
through the final 20 minutes be. 
fore Denis Potvln spoiled Dry- 
den's shutout bid with nine sec- 
onds left to play in regulation 
time. 
The Canadians will meet Bee. 
ton Brulns in the final series 
which will likely get under way 
Saturday night in Montreal. 
In all, Dryden made 27 saves 
while his teem-mates fired 20 
shots at Resch. 
Gainey's first goal was not the 
preffles of the season and Resch 
did not look good on It. 
After Dough Jarvls wrested 
the opening faceaff from Bryan 
Trottler and dropped the puck 
to Guy Lapolnte, Lapolnte fed a 
pass to Galney, who broke In on 
the left wing and glanced a 
wrist shot from 20 feet out off 
Resch's left pad. 
It appeared that Resch had 
given galney a good deal to 
shoot at on the far side by 
falling to cut down the angle 
properly. 
Galney added his second goal 
with 9:12 gone in the third 
period as he shot Into an open 
net after Resch had missed 
trying to check Murray Wilson 
and was caught out of position. 
High stocking, slashing and 
hooking predominated the open- 
ing 20 minutes and while ref. 
eree Ran Wicks chose to call 
enly four minor penaltlesp he 
could have assessed many 
more. 
One of the ugliest Incidents 
occurred with about five min- 
utes remaining as Montreal's 
Marie Tremblay swung his 
stick at the Islanders' Gar.ry 
Howaff after the pair had been 
jostling in the corner to  the 
right of Dryden. No penalty was 
called. 
The teams managed'te con- 
centrate a little more on skat- 
ing and passing In the middle 
session with the Islanders, who 
had a 7.3 edge In shots In the 
first, getting the befteP ch'~nces. 
He stopped Howatt ~)n a two. 
on.one chance with about seven 
minutes gone and about 4V= 
minutes later, got his stock ()n a 
screened drive by Denis Potvln 
from the left wing. 
Bob Bourne, returning from a 
shoulder Injury, was stymied on 
a close-in backhand try with 
7:11 remaining in the period 
after he broke behind the Cana- 
• diens' defence to take Bill Mac- 
Mlllan's pass deep in Montreral 
territory. MacMillan raced in to 
try for somethlng on the 
rebound, but could not get a 
good shot. 
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FAIRL Y AGAIN 
SPARKS BLUE JAYS 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Ron 
Falrly's solo homer with two 
out In the seventh inning broke 
a tie and gave Toronto Blue 
Jays a 9-8 victory over Mil- 
waukee Brewers In a fog-de- 
layed American League base- 
ball game Thursday night. 
Fairly hit a 1-1 pitch off re. 
liever Bill Castro, 3.1, over the 
right-field fence to cap the see- 
saw baffle which saw the lead 
exchange hands four times. It 
was Fairly's second home run 
of the season. 
Pete Vuckevich, who took 
Slxto Lezcano, which fell be- 
tween three Blue Jays. Play 
was then halted but resumed 
after a delay of one hour. Vuck- 
erich took over and retired SOl 
Bando on a fly ball for the final 
out. 
Toronto regained the leea 
with three runs In the bottom of 
the Inning. Otto Velez delivered 
two with a single and the other 
came In as Fairly bounced into 
a double play. 
Hector Torres's 'sacrifice fly 
gave Toronto an 8-6 lead In the 
over for,Toronto starter Jerry sixth but Milwaukee tied it In 
Garvlnwith two o~n the fifth, the seventh on run.scoring sin- 
got the win to evEIlehls record glesby Bandoand Jamle Quirk. 
at 2-2. The Brewers had a runner 
The Brewers had taken a 6-4 
lead with four runs In the fifth 
inning as fog rolled Into water- 
f r o n t Exh ib i t ion  
Stadium. 
Charlle Moore led off with a 
triple which right f l e l ~  
lost in the fog and Von~'J~Jfi~a 
singled Moore home. 
With one out, Cecil Cooper 
drove the ball to straightaway 
centre field but Gary Woods 
erased In the elghth as Falrly's 
throw to the plate caught 
Cooper trying to score from 
second on a single by Dan 
Thomas. 
The Brewers scored twice in 
the opening Innning as the first 
four batters reached base 
safely. "Joshua, Robin Yount 
and Cooper singled to load the 
bases and Thomas walked to 
force in the first run. The sec- 
never saw until It was over his ,.,rand came home as Money 
head. The ball rolled to theiJ/~,ed_. Thomas at second. 
fence 40(~ feet away and C~-per The Blue Jays took a 4;2 lead 
circled ~e bases.for an inside- in the second on singles by 
the.park home run, his fourth Fairly, Doug Ault, Alan Ashby 
homer of the season, and Woods and a squeeze bunt 
The fourth run of the Inning by TorTes. Milwaukee aided the 
scored on a two.out walk to Don Toronto cause by committing 
Money and a fog-aided triple by two errors in the Inning. 
~ : ; : ; : ; : ;  
GOLF TOURNEY 
Also-ran in line 
for first victory 
DALLAS (AP) -  Lyn Loft, 
sometimes a challenger but not 
yet a winner, fired a three.un. 
der.par 68 to gain the first- 
round lead Thursday In the 
Lasorda's 
charges 
happy 
LOS ANGELES (AP) . - -  
Tommy Lasorda's philosophy of 
managing is that happy base- 
ball players play better base. 
ball, and juSglng by the way his 
Los Angeles Dodgers are per. 
forming, they must be ecstatic. 
Lasorda, the former Dodger 
coach who replaced the retired 
Walter Alston at Los Angeles' 
helm this year, has apparently 
breathed new life into the Na. 
tlonal'League baseball club. 
Also.Tans behind Cincinnati 
Reds In the National League 
West Division th.e last two 
years, the Dodgers have al- 
ready opened up a substantial 
lead in the division this season. 
Lasorda, a constantly chat. 
terlng extrovert, is in distinct 
contrast to the man he re. 
placed, Quiet Man Alston, and 
the Dodgers as a team seem 
more free.wheeling this year. 
"1 think It's the old theme of 
a team reflecting the person- 
ality of its manager," said 
catcher Steve Yeager, off to his 
finest start as a Dodger. 
"One thing I really admire 
about him is the attention he 
pays to guys who are having 
problems. The guys who are 
playing well really don't need 
much said to them, but the ones 
who aren't hlfling and are hav- 
ing trouble, do. 
"Tommy seeks them out, puts 
his arm around them and talks 
to them. That means a hell of a 
lot." 
Dodger third baseman Ran 
Cey, one of the hoflest hitters in 
the league, shares his team. 
mate's feeling about Lasorda. 
Cey said the Dodgers are 
more relaxed under their new 
skipper. 
"With Tommy, I believe ev- 
bry player knows he can h~ 
himself, and I think that ma!:'. '. 
a big difference In the way you 
perform." 
$200,000 Byron Nelson golf tour- 
nament. 
Lott, a husky 27-year-old na- 
tive of Georgia now in his 
fourth full year of tour activity, 
birdied three In a row from 
about 10 feet, holed another 
birdie putt from 20 feet and 
one-putted to save par three 
times in the tough, five-to six- 
foot range. 
One stroke back in winds that 
gusted to more than 30 miles an 
hour were Ben Cronshaw, Ray; 
Floyd and Fuzzy Zeeller. They 
were at 69, two under par on 
the 6,983 yards of rolling Texas 
real estate that make-up the 
Preston Trail Golf Club course. 
The course has been toughened 
this year by the addition of five 
traps, more trees on two holes, 
tighter fairways and the deep- 
est rough this tournament has 
ever seen. 
All the leaders played in the 
morning. The tougher course 
combined with even higher, 
gusfler winds in the afternoon 
to sweep away the hopes of any 
challengers. 
The only others in the 156. 
man field able to break par 71 
were Australian Bruce Devlln, 
Jerry McGee, Bill Mallon, 
Bobby Eastwood, Tom Kite and 
Dave Lind, all at 70. 
i 
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DEMORALIZING 
Canadian brutes 
for besting team 
DUESSELDORF, West 
Ger- 
many (Reuter) - -  The West 
German Sports News Service 
(SID), commenting on Wednes. 
day night's Sweden-Canada 
world championship hockey 
game in Vienna, said Thursday 
"the far superior Swedes were 
demoralized by brutal attacks." 
Its correspondent at the 
c'hampionships aid Canada 
w a s  
easily maintaining Its first 
place in the "sinners table" 
with 127 penalty minutes. 
"But despite this con. 
slderable 
total, observers of the Vienna 
ice scene are convinced that not 
even half of the Canadian fouls 
and dlsciplinary violations have 
~en (officially) recognized," 
SId said. 
"The latest negative xample 
of the raw methods of the pro. 
fesslonals was the 7-0 win over 
Sweden. A clearly superior 
team was completely demora. 
Iized by the most brutal at- 
tacks." 
• Sld said: "One cannot throw 
off the susplcion that this ac. 
ceptance of the wild behavlour 
from overseas Is one of many 
concessions to ensure Canada's 
return to the world champion. 
ships." 
In Stockholm, Sweden's Da- 
gens Nytheter headlined its 
story, Obvious Assault, .=while 
Expressen's sports editor com. 
mented: "I  get stomach con- 
vulslons when I see things llke 
thls. Thls Is not sport, it's plain 
assault." 
Expressen quoted Swedish 
player Bengt Lundholm as say- 
Ing: "We noticed from the out- 
set the Canadians were out to 
get us. I got a hard rap from a 
Canadian stick and could not 
play after the Interval." 
EXPOS TRIUMPH 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - -  
Montreal pitcher Steve Rogers 
scattered nine hits to record his 
third victory and .drove In two 
runs with a pair of singles 
Thursday in the Expos' 7-1 Na- 
tional League baseball triumph 
over San Francisco Giants. 
Rogers, 3-1, was deprived of a 
shutout because right- 
fielder 
Ellis Valentine lost Tim Foil's 
fly ball In the sun in the sev- 
enth inning, allowing Foil to 
reach second base with a 
double. Foil scored on a single 
by pinch-hitter .Terry Whlt- 
field. 
The Expos scored their first 
run off Giants' starter Ed Ha- 
Ilcki, 2.3, In the second when 
Larry Parrish hit a two-out 
double and came home on Ro- 
gers's single to centre. They 
made it 3-0 in the fourth on con- 
secutive doubles by Del Unser 
and Gary Carter and Rogers's 
second RBI single. 
Morttreal scored four runs In 
the slxth¢ all charged to re- 
liever Charllp Williams. Dave 
Cash drove. In .two of the runs 
with a bases-leaded single. 
Rogers, who struggled to a 7. 
17 record In 1976, pitched his 
fourth complete games In seven 
starts. 
The Montreal right- 
bander 
lowered his earned run average 
to 1.34, walking two batters and 
striking out two In the game. 
The Giants made three er- 
rors, and three of Montreal's 
runs were unearned. Unser, 
leading off the fourth, doubled 
after right-fielder Gary Thom- 
asson had. dropped hls foul fly 
ball. 
In the sixth, centre-fielder 
Larry Herndon's threw to the 
infield was wide of third base 
and allowed Rogers to score 
with the fourth run of the in. 
AUCTION SALE 
nlng. San Francisco, which had 
the most errors In major league 
baseball last season, has made 
26 In its 23 games this season. 
Foil got a clean hit, a triple 
to left-centre, leading off the 
ninth Inning. But Rogers left 
him there, retiring Marc Hill on 
a grounder to thlrd, pinch hitter 
Jack Clark on a popup and Her- 
ndon on a line drive to center. 
The loss was the Giants' lOth 
in 12 home games. Montreal is 
4.3on its current road trip. 
One of the Expo regula'rs, 
Warren  Cromartie, was 
scratched from the lineup at the 
last minute because of a pulled 
hamstring muscle. 
Smithers Garage 
Main Street 
Smithers, B.C. 
Sat. May 1 - 1:30 p,m, 
Approximately 60.70 1976 models and older used cars and 
tr#cks from dealers of Smithers and area, 
Financing on the spot to approved credit. 
FRONTIER AUCTION 
SERVICE LTD. 
Phone 376-6940 
Dealer No. 00557A 
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ion. 
Centre Jean Pronovost goes a 
step farther than his team- 
mate, saying the Canadians can 
defeat the Soviets " i f  we work 
hard and play the body." 
Canada meets the Soviet Un- 
ion tonight in the second round 
of a playoff serJes among the 
top four teamS. In opening 
games of the single round-robin 
playoff Wednesday night, the 
Canadians surprised Sweden 7.0 
and defending champion Czech- 
oslovakla shaded the Soviets 4. 
3. The teams conclude the 
series Sunday with Canada 
meeting Czechoslovakia in the 
first game and Sweden taking 
on the Soviet Union in the sec- 
ond. 
"1 think we can beat them 
(the Soviets) but we really have 
=to forecheck them," said Hamp- 
ton, 20, from Cleveland Barons 
of the Natlonal Hockey League. 
Hampton, hampered by a 
sore ankle when hit by a puck 
on the right instep on at least 
four occasions last week, wound 
up the 1976.77 NHL campaign 
with 16 goals and 24 assists, de- 
spite missing the last three 
weeks of the season with a sore 
wrist. 
The Canadians, on 'a five- 
game undefeated streak, have 
an excellent opportunity to wln 
a medal after a sluggish start 
in the preliminary round-robin 
portion of the eight.country 
tournament. 
fourth in the over-all standings 
with 11 points, one behind the 
Soviets and Swedes. The Czech. 
oslovakas lead with 13 points. 
After the Soviets whipped the 
Canadians 11-1 in the third 
game of the tournament, the 
general feeling was that the So- 
viet Union was too powerful. 
The Soviets won six games In 
succession before losing 5.1 to 
Sweden Monday, then 4.3 to the 
Czechoslovaks. 
Now the Canadians feel they 
can defeat the slumping So- 
vlets, who have several players 
nursing minor Injuries. 
" I f  we play agalnst the Rue. 
slans the way we played 
against the Swedes, we ~really 
can beat the Soviet Union," 
Pronovost said. 
Phil Esposlto, assistant coach 
and captain of the Canadian 
team, sald Thursday: 
"We're playing exactly like 
we should be playing. We're 
forechecking, we're bumping, 
we're playing aggressive and 
we're getting unbelievable goal- 
tending from Tony (Esposito) 
and that's the ingredients for 
winning." 
All points from the first 
round.rebln competition and the 
second count'in the final stand- 
ings. However, the lower-placed 
(flubs cannot climb any higher 
than fifth although they may 
wind up with more points than 
the fourth-place team. 
Cincinnati Reds stole 11 bases 
in 11 tries against Pittsburgh 
P I r a t e s--then larcenous in 
name only. 
"Let's beat them at their own 
gamel" the Pirate scoreboard 
flashed last week to promote a 
National League baseball series 
that begins here tonight with 
the Reds. 
The World Series champs, 
trying to reach .500, will meet a 
• Pittsburgh team billed as Lum- 
ber and Lightning under new 
manager Chuck Tanner. 
The Pirates lead the National 
League with 44 stolen bases In 
21 games. They've won 10 of 
their last 11 games. 
tempt a steal and some Pirates 
joked that even their wallets 
were unsafe from Joe Morgan 
and company. 
Pirate running Was' stepped 
up last season under the late 
Danny Murtaugh. Pittsburgh 
had 130. steals, fourth best In 
the league. 
It was obvious that Pittsburgh 
would run even more under 
Tanner, whose Oakland A's set 
a major-league record last year 
with 351 steals. 
" I t  affects your opponent in a 
let of ways," said Tanner• 
LOOK FOR ERRORS 
"Maybe you get a catcher 
calling for a fastball because 
"It's awful hard to run he's wants the ball In a hurry, 
against a guy like Johnny • and maybe a breaking ball 
Bench. Maybe we won't even pitcher makes a mistake on 
steal one base against Cincin- that fastball." 
nati," Tanner said recently. So far, the Pirates have 44 " 
"But I think we'll try," he steals in 65 attempts for a 68 
added with a grin. per cent success rate. 
Hidden somewhere in the ads 
in the entertainment section 
are two Terrace phone numbers. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::~:~:;:;:~:~:; - -~ F i, d t h e m, a n d i f o n e is y o u rs y o u 'v e w on 
Canad ian  st o p 
heading for 
MALMOE, Sweden (CP) - -  at the net it gave her the 
Wendy Clarkson was able to 
"ki l l"  her opponent and .ad- 
vanced to the quarter.finals In 
women's singles play at the 
world badminton cham- 
pionships 
Thursday. 
The 21-year-old student at the 
University of Calgary, now will 
face co.favored Hlree Yukl of 
Japan in the next round follow- 
Ing a 8.11, 11-5, 12.9 win over 
Denmark's Inge Bogstrom. 
The slettder Edmonton native 
• and her coach, Paul Whetnoll of 
Toronto, admitted they were 
worried after her relatively 
easy win over Australian Susan 
Daly--11-2, 11-1 on Wed- 
nesday:- 
but their outlook for further 
tournament play brightened as 
the day progress, n 
"She made some mistakes, 
especially in the early going," 
Whetnoll said of Ciarkson's 
game. "But generally, she 
played well today. 
"Wendy was smashing well 
from the back of the court, and 
when the Danish girl blocked It 
¢ chance to finish off her oppo- 
nent with a kill (hiffing her op- 
ponent '  s body) , "  
Whetnoll added. 
"I 've played Inge before but 
because she played so poorly 
(thened so poorly (then) I 
didn't know what to expect," 
Clarkson admitted. "Today, she 
was very strong." 
Wendy is the lone Canadian 
woman remaining in singles. 
pay following the' third-round. 
elimination of Canadla~n ' chain;: 
plan Jane Youngberg of Surrey, 
B.C., by  England's Margaret 
Lockwood, 11-4, 11-5. 
ELITE GROUP 
Joining her and Yuki, a 7.11, 
• 11-2, 11.3 winner over West Ger- 
many's Brlgifte Steden, are 
three other Japanese--Emiko 
Ueno, Atsuko Tokuda and Saorl 
Kondoh--along with No. 1 seed 
Lene Koppen of Denmark and 
Gilllan GIIks of England. 
Reaching the last eight at the 
w o r I d championships now 
makes Wendy eligible for Game 
Plan Funding worth upto $2,500 
a year as an A Card carrier. 
Mother's Day  
Buf fet  , 
7 a.m. - -  I1 a.m. 
Take  Morn 
Serving 5 p .m. -  10 p.m. to  Dinner  
' sanDmap..,,,,,.., , 
~ ,~ ' :~t  ~ Terrace, B C 
i 
Tile LARGEST SELECTION 
IN THE B.C. NORTIIWEST 
See The 
Frontier 
"Spaceships" 
for 1977 
We can show you the complete range of spacious 
Frontier Mini Motorhomes, Truck campers, 
Travel Trailers and Van Conversions. 
//[ 
Designed and built in Kelowna the Frontier line of .RVs 
incorporates the ruggedness, durability and the 
convenience features wanted most by. British 
Columbia's RV buyers. 
Drop into Atom Motors and get the complete story 
on the extensive Frontier line. 
Congratulations and Good Luck to the Herald 
MOTORS LTD. 
312 Enterorise Ave., Kitimat J 
Phone: 632'7.141 J 
DEALER: IAC & BANK FINANCING 
~:~ealer Nos. 35.013 & 25014 
(~ 
P I ) 
GOLDIE LOCKS AND THE THREE BEARS. Mother's Time-Off Party 
at Veritas Hall Tuesday brought people out between the ages of 1 to 100. 
Close to 100 people affended including Grandpa Peters who recently 
celebrated his 100th birthday at Skeenaview. The above skit is by the 
Petch family and friends. 
Cross country results 
The first T.E.S.S.A. (Terrace 
Elementary School Sports 
Association) sponsored Cross 
Country meet for 1977 was held 
Tuesday May 3 at Copper 
Mountain • Participating 
schools were Cassle Hall, 
Clarence Mlchlel, Copper 
Mountain, Parkslde, Thernhilh 
Uplsnds And Veritas. Ap. 
proximately 150 runners were 
Involved, The results were as 
follows: 
Girls under 11 
1 - Tins Stelner, Verltas 
2 Kendall Morrison, 
Clarence Mlchlel 
3. Leanne Relmer, Clarence 
MIr'hlel 
4 - Donna, Verltas 
S- Clarlce Damoral, Cassle 
Hall 
6 - Susan Kileckle, Verltas 
Girls under 12 
I . Crystal Poelstra, Veritas 
2- Annette Therlen, Thornhill 
3 .  Yvefle Levesque, Copper 
'Mauntaln 
4 -  Ruth Kenny, Clarence 
Mlchlel 
5- Luclnds Stelnke, Clarence 
Michlel 
6 .  Gina Devclc, Clarence 
Mlchlel 
Girls open 
1. Linda McConnell, Clarence 
Mlchlel 
2 .  KIm Radford, CMIchlel 
1 3 - Temmy Amdam, Copper 
Mountain 
4. Loreffa Shannon, Clarence 
Mlchlel 
5.  Talina Deallve, Verlfas 
6 • Darlene Ganels, Copper 
Mountain: 
Boys under 11 
I . Henry Relmer, Clarence 
Mlchlel 
2 -.Robert Perry, Clarence 
Michlel 
3 - Kirk Roy, Clarence Mlchlel 
4 • Jerry Lambert, Thornhlll 
S • Cliff Furnsefh, Thornhlll 
6 .  Brlen Badge, Tbornhlll 
Boys under 12 
1 - Lex McDonald, Clarence 
N, IChlel 
2 .  Seen Boyd, Clarence 
Michlel 
Recreation chatter . ~:  Robert Cederberg, 
Clarence Nichlel 
Rugby .tea . . .  m~ sits 4- Don McGhee, Uplands g . ,~-  ROSS Oickle, Cassle Hall f p ~,.. Gordle Caullen, Uplands rom rince or e 4 l l ;~"" ~ "  ~ l 
'.,~; ~ ~" ~1i, Colin Parr, Uplands 
This weekend the Prince locally and thai maybe we can ~;~'~ ;2 . Mel Relmer, Clarence 
George Rugby team will be In recruit enough competitors Mlchlel 
Terrace to play two matches, from Kltlmat, Terrace, 3 - Robert Davldson, Uplands 
the first on Saturday against Hezelton and Prince Rupert 4.  Domingos Repose, Cassle 
Kltlmat and the second on ares and develop the event Hall 
Sunday at 10:00 am versus the . ennual|~/i ' : .  ~ 5 .  Mike Lambert, Thornhlll 
Terrace Northmen. Saturdays The important thing Is to 6 .  Glen Jurgerut, Thornhlll 
match will be a 3:00 pm kick off came out and try. If you'traln a 
at the Skeena School field. The lot between now and then, you Team Standings 
reason for the early stert on never know what you are 
Sunday is to allow the Prince cepobleofachlevlng unless you Glrls under11 
George team time to return try and there are lots of 10 ! .  Clarence Mlchlel, 47 pts 
home In the afternoon, speeds around so let's show the 2.  Thernhlll, 85 pte 
The Cross Country Running Lower Malnlend we can operate 3 • Parkslde, 121 pts 
g roupere  now meatlng on Read Races tooll l  and ride Glrls under12 
Sunday mornings as well as them. We might even have an ' 1 - Clarence Mlchlel, 49 pts 
Wednesday evenings. During Olympic champion around who 2 - Cassle Hall, 24 pts 
the July and August long hasn't got on a bike yetll In- 3- No teem 
weekend they are heplng to cluded In the event will be Girls Open 
organize a 50th Anniversary various primes and hill races 1. Clarence Michleh 31 pts 
Race so anyone who is in- and all categories wil l  be 2 - Copper Mountain, 69 pts 
terested should get out to the catered to from Novice through 3.  No team 
track and start running, to Veterans. Accept the Boys under11 
Another development at challenge and lust ride to see if  1 .. Clarence Mlchleh 46 pts 
present in the embryo stage is you can even complete the first 2.  Thernhllh 68 pta 
the organizing of a' Three Day Northwest King of the first 3 - Parkslde, 135 pts 
Cycle Road Race, again this Is Norihweet' King of the Roadl Boys under 12 
toherunlnconiuncflonwiththe Cycle Race. If you don't do 
Terrace 50th Anniversary much riding maybe anicewide I ClarenceMIchlel, 43 pts 
Celebratlone. it has been soft saddle shouIdbe your first 2 .  Cassle Hall, 73 pts 
proposed that the three legs purchase. 3- No team 
consist of Saturday July 30th BeysOpon 
starting at Terrace and riding r 1 21 ClerenceC MichieI,Hall' 7482 Pta 
to Kitlmat and back, making l / - Pts 
the distance 72 miles on the first Give yourself a break. / 3 - Coppel; Mountain, 122 pts 
day. The second day leaving Takeawalk. / The next meet wi l l  be 
from Terrace would be direct M,r~,,~----;'~i~ Tuesday May 10th at Thornhll.. 
The inter.city meet will be with the competitors statying " 
overnight In Prince Rupert, heldon Saturday May 14th from 
addlnganother92mlles. Should ttbikalCk~k:r, xla):], 1:00.3:00 et Uplands 1School. 
everl/ene survive this punishing 
ordeal the third and final day M O M ~  DAY OUT. Iwould be the eturn trip from 
Prince Rupert to Terrace on 
Augdst 1st which Is B.C. Day. 
Making a total of 256 miles In 3 
days. To complete her pleasure on her 
• Now an event like this Is going 
to need some volunteers to help special day~ bring the family here 
put the whole thing together; for delicious dining. 
road marshalls, pick up trucks, 
refreshment stations and all 
manner of cars to follow the 
route to pick up broken bikes 
andbroken bedlesl I I I'm sure 
there must be such people 
around so If you are Interested, 
please contact Roger Duffy at Lake lse  Ave. . 
638.1174 and voice your. 
willingness to get this prelect r l r~  
B.C ,  off the ground. It is hoped that I e r race ,  
sufficient interest is shown 
PACKAGED 
HOMES 
(Custom packaged to 
your blueprints) 
I • J ~ • 
• Pre-cut commercial buifdin0s 
• Commercial &residential structures ' n O M l " A i a  
• Tested thJss systems, commercial ' l l  " I " " " I "  " 
& residential 
• Prefabricated presewed wood foundations 
P.O. BOX 2410-- SMITHERS. B.C. VOd 2N0--TEL. 847.4212 
I PACKAGED HOMES AND . 
V. : C0 PRECUTBUILDINGS ; 
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ODDSMAKERS' PICK AT 1.2 
. Seattle Slew ufaVo 
,n 103rd Kent ckyUDietreby 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) ' -  
Seattle Slew will try to live up 
to his "wonder horse" reputa. 
t im Saturday and avoid becom. 
Ing lust enother heavy fevorlte 
who couldn't do the lob In the 
Kentucky Derby.. 
"He's In  great shape," 
Mlckey Taylor, whose wlfe, Ka. 
ren, owns Seattle Slew, sald 
after the unbeaten colt was en. 
feted Thursday for the 103rd 
running of the 1V~-mlle Derby. 
"We'll have no excuses. We 
hope he's still in the news Sun. 
day." 
The Churchill Downs odd. 
smaker made seattle Slew the 
'early 1.to-2 favorite. There have 
been 28 odds-on Derby fever- 
ires, and 13 of them came back 
losers. 
Seattle Slew, ridden by Jean 
Cruguet, will leave the No. 4 
post at S:38 p.m. EDT Saturday 
In quest of his seventh win and 
the first.place money of $214,700 
if all 15 entries staff. The gross 
purse wil l  be $261,200. 
The race, televised In Canada 
by the CTV network, could be 
run on an off.track. There was 
s torrential downpour Thursday 
and the forecast calls for after- 
noon showers today end • 
chance of afternoon rain Satur. 
daY" '~  ACK LIKES FASt I~ 
Seattle Sle, w. has raced only 
on fast tracks in winning three 
races and the two-year.old 
championship In 1976 end an al. 
Iowance race, the Flamingo and 
the Wood Memorial this year. 
But the sen of Bold Reasonlng 
has worked twice on a sloppy 
track. 
"He loves it," said Taylor. 
"He'll move up on an off- 
track." 
The second early favorite, the 
entry of Mrs. Robert E. Leh- 
mann's Run Dusty Run and 
Robert N. Lehmann's Bob's 
Dusty listed at 5 to 1, also won't 
be bothered by an off.track, ac- 
cording to trainer Smlley 
Adams. 
"They can run on any kind of 
hack," said Adams, who feels 
that Run Dusty Run should 
have been the two-year-old 
~ . : : : :  
MACLEISH INJURED 
IN AUTO ACCIDENT 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) --  
Rick MacLelsh, a high.scoring 
forward for Philadelphia FlYers 
of the National Hockey League, 
fradured a bone in his neck In 
an euto ~ccldeat Wednesday, 
hospital officials said today. 
MacLelsh Is ~ resting in l penn- 
sylvania Hospital with a slight 
compression fracture of the sev. 
enth cervical ve~abra,said De. 
lores Ziss, hospital public rela. 
lions director. 
The hospital listed MacLelsh 
in satisfactory condition and 
said there appere/itly was no 
pinched nerve. 
"He's In good spirits and the 
doctors are very optimistic that 
he'll do well without surgery," 
Mrs. Zlss said. 
Polloa seid MacLeish, e resi- 
dent of Cherry Hill, N.J., was 
travelling east on .Coopers Folly 
Road In Winslow Township, 
N.J., shortly before 5:30 p.m. 
Wednesday when his van 
skidded out of control on the 
rain-slicked highway. It ran off  
the pavement, hit a guardrail 
and overturned. 
The 27.year.old .hockey star 
from Llndsoy, Ont., was taken 
to West Jersey Hospital In Ber- 
lin, N.J., and then was trans- 
ferred to Pennsylvania Hospi- 
tal. He wee reported c0nscious 
all the time end able to move 
all his extremities. 
MacLelsh played 79 games 
during the regular season and 
collected 97 points Including 49 
goals. He ledthe Flyers In the 
Stanley Cup playoffs with 12 
Poiots against Boston Brulns 
and nine against Toronto Maple 
Leafs. 
champion, will be No. 11; Flag Officer, Navas'SlrSlrrNo.2; W.C. Par- 
COULD SET PACE winner of *he Illinois Derby, fee's Best Person No. 121 ,tmu 
Beb's Dusty, who could be will be No. 6. Marvin L. Werner~s Papefote, 
used to set or force a fast early ~tbers entered are John Gel- No. 14. 
pace to help his stretch-running breath's senhedrin,'No. 3 past ;. IC0~I~NG T0)ir , . 
steblemate, won four of 14 MIIlardWadhelm'sGettheAxe, l " 
rac.,astyearanded,v,s,onof No. 4. w,th W,,e S meker 
the Spiral Stakes in four starts riding; Joseph M. Rcebling's ~ STAY. AT TH[ l 
this year. He drew the No. 3. Western Wind, No. 9, with Roe " 1 I 
For the Moment, winner of Turcette of Grand Falls, N.B., BLUE HOR!ZON HOTEL i 
the Blue Grass, will start from In the saddle; Glboulee, owned • 1Oo,,~tow, • . ~  
the No. 8 pest; H.~rber View by Montreal's Jean.Louis Le- s 31 i:ioor,:, l [j.~ %~ ~ ' 
• Roof Top Dinin 9 l - ~ ] ~ ~ Farm's Affiliate rated at 15 to venue end ridden by Jeff Fell • Suites ot R0om-Rote~.,.~. ~ I 
1, wil l  be No. 7; Stove's Friend, of Hamilton, No. 13; W.S. Far- • Rod;o gnu Cole, TV ¢ ~ ~ :.1 
winner of the Hollywood Derby, ish I Il's Nostalgle, No. 15; Luls • souse Both,, I ~ :~  ~ ~ j 
• Indoor Pool ~ ~ ~-.-  
• Ponoromi¢.  v iew , 
from your own bo lcony "-. 
S~r~l~s t~om S24, Do~b~ from S2~ 
evenY ROOM #L~OS; ,.~wtCZ T. t  
SIZEOF ANORDtNARY HOT[L gO4~ 
1225 ROBSON ST 68B.1411 
VAN BC TELEX 0~507715 
PHONE COLLECT , 
Terrace soccer team 
bests A lcan  squad 
Terrace Soccer Club played down. Brian Derrington scared 
Alcan at Skeena Field in • pre- two goals; one- a penalty shot . . . . .  
season friendly on Sun. May 1st. end the second after a series of 
The game was refereed by Dan one-two passes finally driving 
guilty, thebelllow Intothenel. With 10 
Both teams took a whi le to minutes to go Peter Simpson 
settle down until players slowly scored his second of the of- 
rediscovered the skills of the ternoonto make the final score 
previous season. Several at- T~rrace 5, Alcan I. 
tacking moves were mode on 
both goals until Terrace went 
ahead 1.0 through Yad Garche, ~ 
right wing. 
Alcen still .continued to play 
constructive soccer building up 
attacking moves but never quite 
substitutions were made during 
the game giving new players 
the opportunity to show their 
skills. 
Terrace went further ahead 
lust before the end of the first- 
half through constant pressure 
on the Alcen goal. A corner was 
awarded taken by Brian 
Dorrlngten and headed home by 
Peter simpson. RESTAURANT 
After half-time Afcen broke 
through on the right.wing and ( :~E~i~ & CANADIAN FoOD 
scored with .a blistering shot 
from their right-winger Rick - Business Hours 
the  Terrace goalkeeper only 10 am to l am Mon'dav -Saturday 11am to10 pm Sunday, 
able to got his fingers to the ball 
deflecting off the cressber and. 6 1 1 1  
into tbe goal. At this stage of 6 3 5  
• the game stamina wee a key PHONE - 
facto - sapped by the heat of the 
day - players found it harder 4642 Lazello West o f  CFTK Terrace 
chasing back to defend once an • 
attacking move had broken 
• HARDWARE STORES 
,~- - '~~~. .~ 
1st' 
.,.' 
1 
2 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
B 
14 
15 
16 
17 ! 
18 
19 
20 
1. FRAME - -  high tensile 
steel tubing - 25" 
2. FRONT DERAILLEUR8 
Shimano.Thunderbird II 
3. REAR DERAILLEUR- -  
Shimano Eagle II 
4. CRANKSET - -  Sakae 
Grand Silver, 52.40 teeth 
with guard alloy crank. 
5. FREEWHEEL  - -  
Shimano 14-17.20-24-28 
"teeth. 
6. PEDAL - -  Rat trap with 
reflectors 
7. CHAIN-  Saido I/z"x3. 
32", 112 links. . 
8. BRAKE SET- -  Shimano 
Tourney light al loy 
9. R IMS- -  Chrome-p la ted  
steel Araya 27"x11/4". 
10. T IRES - -  27"xlY4" 
Gumwali 
I!. HUBS - -  Shimano semi- 
large flange. 
12. HANDLEBAR - -  Sakae 
Deep Drop. Style course. 
13. HANDLE STEM - -  
Sakae SR-50E light alloy 
® _¢ 'E I ( I / I IE /ERNRDRLTD.  
14. HANDLE GRI P"•Cotton 
15. CHA..NGE..LI~VERS - "  
Shimano LB-150 at 
handle stem 
16. SADDLE - -  Vinyl top 
17. FENDERS - -  light alloy 
18. REFLECTORS-  Wide 
angle government -  
approved~ (whee l  
reflectors, optional) 
19. SPOKES :--- No. 14 
Chrome plated. 
custom chrome 
plated. 
Gordon & Anderson 
Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Ave. ' 635-6576 Closed Mondays 
I . . 
I 
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P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 1976 
Phone 635.6357 • Terrace 
Phone 632.5706 •Kltlmat 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars (~I.OO). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
$40.08. Senior Citizens $20.00 per 
year. 
Yearly by mall outslde Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mail 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage in cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
wil l  commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7: 30. Play will 
be in room 4, Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
invited to attend. For 
partnership or information 
phone 635.7356. (cft) 
Thornhill Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (cff) 
INCHESAWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at-8 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635- 
2847 or635-3023. 
Meeting -- Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Ledge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladies of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month . . .  
•Parents 
in Crisis 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
par.ent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
confidential. Phone Mary or 
John • 635.4419 or Jane . 635. 
4607. (ctf) 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
• Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further information phone 635- 
3442. 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace Women's Institute will 
be holding a Bazaar on 
Saturday, May 7 from 1 to 5 
p.m. at the Terrace CO-op 
Shopping Mall. (c5) 
DEFENSIVE 
DRIVING COURSE 
The next Defensive Driving 
sponsored by the Community 
Education Services in Terrace 
will begin on May 3 and con. 
flnue on May 5, 12 and 17, 1977. 
The classes are from 7:3~ to 
9:38 p.m. and are held in Rdom 
9 of the Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School. For 
registration phone 635-4931. 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
Phone 
638-1021 
635-7423 
Therewill bea Softball Semlna • 
ein Terrace on May 7at Thornhlh 
gym from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m 
This is a free seminar for 
umpires and coaches. The 
seminar consists of: (1) Set up 
and benefits of the B.C.A.S.A. 
(Duff Slaven). (2) Coaching 
fundamentals (Ron Campbell). 
(3) Rules Interpetaflon (Gordle 
McDonald). (4) Play 
development and pitching (Cice 
LaRochque). (5) Sports 
medicine (Don Mikllc). (c$) 
Garage Sale. 4129 Skoglund. 
Saturday, May 7th starting at 10 
a.m. Radios, cameras, fur- 
niture, clothlng~ building 
supplies and much more. (p4) 
There will be a 
Woodcock Drag 
Racing Association 
MEETING 
Sat., May 7 .7  p.m. 
Sandman Inn Banquet Room. 
RACING 
Sunday, May I .  2 p.m. 
Woodcock AIrpert 
(p4) 
How joyful "is the hope that 
lingers 
When loved ones cross death's 
sea. 
That we, when all earth's toils 
are ended 
With them shall ever be. 
We'll never say goodbye in 
heaven 
We'll never say goodbye 
In that land of joy and song 
We'll never say goodbye. 
Loved and missed by sister 
Colleen, Frank & Evelyn. (pSi 
14. Business Personal 
(Juality log building b.y ex- 
perienced mobile crew. 
Reasonable rates. Can supply 
logs if needed. Contact W. 
Reimer, 4293 WilsonRoad, R.R. 
3, Sardis, B.C. V0X 1YO. 858. 
3053. (p4) 
DO IT NOW 
Handyman Services: Home 
Repairs, Painting, Odd Jobs 
around the house and grounds 
(No job too small). Reasonable 
rates. Phone 
635.2435 
ctt) 
For 
PA RTI C I PACT ION 
wi th  
ACTION 
Join 
Terrace 
Fitness 
Centre 
Swimming-  (Heated  
Poo l )  Sauna 
Supervised Gym. 
Open 7 days 
a Week 
Month ly  or  year ly  
membership.  
Join Anyt ime 
3313 Ka lum 
(Across f rom Arena)  
Phone 
635,5361 
Golden Rule: Odd jobs for the 
jobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
MR. FIXIT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small motor tune-ups a 
specialty. Phone 635.4602 
Evenings. 635.4565 days. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrlca! Con- 
tracting. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635.5876or 638.1231. (ctf 
r '  
Webb Ref r igerat ion  
4623 SOUCIE 635-2188 
@ 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs .to Refrigerators 
Freezers, 'Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(Ctf) 
~.BLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrigeratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
5876 or 638.1231. (ctf) 
Rototllling done with large 
tractor unit. Front end bucket 
for spreading soil or.gravel. 
Thornhill area preferred. Phone 
635-3478. (p4) 
I 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
Low Rales 
No j~b too big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 635.4094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctf] 
BIG GAME HUNTING B.C. 
RESIDENTS. Sheep, goat, 
Grizzly (spring), Caribou, 
Moose. Excellent peckhorses. 
Equipment supplied. Booking 
reservations now. WARD 
OUTFITTERS, Box 216, Ft. 
Nelson. Phone 774.2110. 
l 
iP4) Now Open 
ANDRE'S  
ENTERPRISES  LTD.  
R.V.  Par ts  & Auto  
Par ts .  Auto  repa i rs .  
Amer ican  and Impor t  
Cars. 
3026 Hwy.  16 East  
Phone 638.1710 
PcTRTICIPr.7 TIOI1 
I 
/ /  
CLERKTYPIST 
A Clerk Typist is required by 
the Drug & Alcohol Counselling 
Committee. The incumbent will 
be required to sat up and 
organize bookkeeping records, 
filing systems and general 
organization of a small office. 
The incumbent must be able ~o 
work without supervisiOn and 
be willing to accept respon- 
sibility. 
MINIMUM 
QUALI F ICATIONS 
Preferably completion of 
secondary school or equivalent 
with commercial or business 
school trainin~l. Two years 
clerical experience. Skill in 
typing rapidly and accurately. 
Good knowledge of bookkeeping 
and office procedures. Must be 
dependable with a mature at. 
titude and will respect con. 
tidentiallfy of information. 
Salary: S825 per month. 
Location: Terrace, B.C. 
APPLY TO 
Hugh Power, Chairman, Drug 
& Alcohol Committee, 4315 
Birch Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
phone 635-3833. Applications 
must be by letter with a com- 
plete resume of expePience, 
education and references. 
Applications must be received 
by May 14, 1977. (c4) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
licence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635-2242. (ctf. 
Part time receptionist.typist 
required. Insurance and real 
estate experience preferred. 
Apply in person to Pruden & 
Currie or Braid Insurance, 
Terrace. (c11) 
Earn money and help Green- 
peace. The Greenpeace "Go 
Anywhere" lottery needs ticket 
sellers. 2108 West 4th Ave., 
Vancouver VBK 1N6. Phone 738. 
7136. "Help us help them." (p4) 
REAL ESTATE 
SALESPEOPLEI 
Enjoy the benefits of excellent 
climate, pleasant surroundings 
and friendly people and call. it 
workl New tacilitles and rising 
market. Real Estate Iiconcees 
apply to Beer Realty Ltd., Box 
607, Armstrong, B.C. c5 
24. Situations Wanted 
WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 
roto-fllling, post hole digging. 
Phone 
635-6782 
(ctf) 
33. For Sale - Misc. 
2 antique wood stoves, 2 wood 
cookstoves. Also strawberry 
and raspberry plants. Phone 
635-2485. (p4) 
Price Skeena Forest Products 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. X- 
marked . $20 per 1000 bd. ft. 
Economy - 548 per 1000 bd. ft. 
(ctf) 
Spot Cash for Used Furniture, 
Antiques, all useable Items. 
The Furniture Stall 
635.3202 
Utility Shed - $20, Car top 
carrier'- $10, go-cart frame - 
710. Phone 635.4789. (c7) 
Hay Straw J 
Western Tack 'l. 
English Tack J 
_ r°oming I 
Equipment , I 
Sansul amplifier. 32 wafts RMS, 
pro-linear turntable, large 3 
way speakers. Also dining room 
suite, Maytag dishwasher, 
chord organ. Phone 635.2621, 
4701 Hamer. (pS) 
For Sale: one set of car chains 
H78.15.2 winter tires H78.15. 1 
Winter tire 700.15. 8 mounted 
truck tire 100.20. 1 Kenmore 
stove. 1 front backhoe fire 11L- 
16 10 ply. Phone 635-7838. (cff) 
Top quality alfalpha, clover and 
timothy mixture in barn. $70 per 
ton or $1.75 per bale. Wrlte 
Tufty Hall, Box 1009, Van- 
derhoof, B.C. (cff) 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 8 
department total, recon- 
ditioned, very reliable type of 
machine. Wlnderland General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace, 
635-4636. ctf 
, For Sale: spruce logs sultablb 
for log houses. 635.2603. (ctf) 
For Sale: 2 solid wood doors HILLSIDE LODGE 
(32"x80") wilh hinges and 4450 Little Avenue 
locks. 2 twinsill windows Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
(40"x42"). 1 fillngl "cabinet (2 units, centrally located. Fully 
drawerS). 1 adding'machine. 1
sewing machine (made by 
Brother). 4 "and 8 foot 
fluorescent light fixtures. 
Phone 635.5956. (c5) 
SAVE DOLLARS 
On factory - rebuilt engines call 
sears today for complete in- 
formation. Do it yourself or 
Installation arranged. Fast 
delivery. Put it on your Sears 
Account. Phone 635.6541. 
(C4,9,14,18,1o6,11,16,22,2) 
For Sale: 1 yr. old Vanguard 
canopy In like new condition. 
Phone 638.1689. (p4,5,7) 
34. For  Rent .  Misc. 
Garden space for rent. Organic 
gardener preferred. Phone ~35- 
2387 after 5:30 p.m. (p4) 
37. Pets 
2 year old goat for sale. Due to 
freshen in June. Call 635-9359. 
(c4) 
• 38 Wanted -M isc .  
Wanted to Buy: sat of camper 
jacks. Phone 635-6404 after 6 
p.m. I)5 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non-drinkers only. 
Phone 635.6611. (cff) 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, lV2 baths, half 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitbhle for 
families. $250 per month. 6- 
month lease. Apply Suite 108- 
4530 Scott. (ctf) 
For Rent In Thornhllh one 
bedroom furnished apartment. 
$140 per month. Singles only. 
Phone 635-2065. (p4) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom apt. In 5. 
plex on Haugland. Stove &, 
frldge~ 11/= baths and 2 bedroom 
duplex with fireplace In 
basement In town. Phone 635- 
5213. (ctf) 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished studio or I bedroom 
apartments. Phone 
638-1032 
or 
635-4321 
New three bedroom home on 
large lot. Carpets throughout. 
Walnut cabinets. Basement 
interior p'artlally finished.: 
Full price $43,500. Phone 
63S.73M " 
(C2,4,7.9) 
Older 1200 sq. ft. spllt.lev~l, 3 
I 
1968 International =/~ ton 
crewcab. Offersl Phone 638- 
1225. (2,4) " 
• For Satei 19~1' Marc •dump 
truck. GVW 2400. Good running 
¢ondltloo all way round. Asking 
S1000. Phone 635-4094 after 6. 
(ctf) 
| 
"For Sale: 1971 Chrysler 
Newport 2 dr. hardtop. P.S. & 
P.B., radio, tape deck, new 
paint with low miles. Best.offer. 
• Also 1969 Chevelle 2 dr. hardtop. 
$800. And 1947 Dodge coupe 
$208. Phone 635.3772. (pB) 
Ixlrm. home for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Remo. Needsmlnor '1969 Cougar XR7 hardtop. 
repairs. Ideal starter home. Stereo, P.B. & P.S. In good 
Owner eager to sell. Make an 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
homeon Wade. Call 112.562.6651 
or 635.7353 to view. (ctf) 
For Sale: house on 5 acres on" 
the bench. Phone 635.4453. (otf) 
For Sale: 4room summer cabin 
on lease lot on west side of 
i.akelse Lake. Road acces s. 200' 
lake frontage. Phone 685.4252. 
(p~) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom house. 
Carport, fireplace up & down, 
finished basement, landscaped, 
fenced, storage shed, frees. 4736 
Tuck Ave. 635-3093. (ctf) 
condition. Rubber is A-I. Asking 
price $1200. Phone 635.5008. 
(C4) 
1973 Chevy I/~ too pickup. 
cylinder, 3 speed. 1972 Chevy I/~ 
ton pickup. 4x4. 307, V8, 4 speed. 
.1973 Datsun 610. Good mileage 
car. 635-6880. (p11) 
1"976 Datsun ~108Z. Top cunditioo. 
$6,500. Phone 631-1301. (c4) 
For sale or Trade for l~,at. 1971 
Vega. Phone 635.5721 or view at 
4904 Park. Price $400 or nearest 
offeP. (p4) 
1965 Pontiac Parlslenne. ~ V8 
auto, power brakes. Excellent 
running conditioo. Good rubber. 
Phone 635.5367 after 6 p.tn. 
(I)4,9) 
MUST SELL 
1972 Gran Torlno. Auto, Vg, 2 
dr., P.S. $1700. OBO. 1968 Dart. 
4dr., auto, V8. $800 OBO. Phone 
635-7824. (p4,7) 
For Sale: 1974 Dodge tandem 
dump. 225 cat diesel, 14 yds. 
Aluminum box: 13 speed Fuller. 
34,080 bogles. Low mileage. 
Truck & box weight 17,500 Ibs. 
Price S14,500.~!788 Upland St., 
Prince George. Phone 563.9146 .... 
• (p~) 
For Sale: 1968 Mercury i/= too. 
Phone 638-8276 after 6 p.m. 
Transfers - Plates - Sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman & Smith - 
AUTOPLAN Agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace. Open 
Sat. (cff) 
For Sale: 1972 Mazda 808. Good 
shape. Call 635.7996 after 5. (pS) 
1969 Chev ~/~ ton camper sport 
truck. New paint. Low mileage, 
All types horses wanted. 635: 
5617. otf 
Wanted: second hand piano. 
Well tuned. Phone Peter Brock- 
way or Dennis at 635.2171. 
(p4,9) 
39. Boats & Engines 
"For Sale: 17' Lund boat. Merc 
cruiser. Inboard-outboard, 1
year old. 92 hours. Call 635.6636. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: 17 ft. wooden river- 
boat with trailer. 2 Jet units to 
fit 40 hp Johnson or Evlnrude. 
Best offer. 635.6954 after 5 p.m. 
(IO7) 
9" Aluminum flat bottom boat 
with oars and life jackets. $125. 
635.4789. (c7) 
41." Mach inery  for Sale~ 
1970 Cat DBC Dozer. Rops 
canopy - winch & standard 
shift. 30" pads. Good operating 
condition. Phone 624-5491 or 627. 
1403 after 5 p.m. (c9) 
1971 C7B for parts. 1973 TD15C 
for parts. 1965 Hough 70 Loader. 
1972 Massey Skidder, 1400 
hours. 1970 C7A Skldder. 832. 
6402. Box 1686, Salmon Arm, 
B.C. (p4). 
1975 100E International Crawler 
4-in-1 bucket backhoe; 1971 
Ford dump truck; trailer. Sell 
as unit. Opportunity for con- 
tinuing business here. Evenings 
955.2487 Anglemont. (p4) 
43. Rooms for Rent 
Room for rent in the bench area 
with kitchen facilities. Phone 
635.3971. (ctf) 
Available June 1. Room in 
shared Thornhill duplex. 
Spacious, pleasant surroun- 
dings. $70 per month. Phone 
Mike 636.1116 (days), Bill 635- 
4232. (p4) .L 
New housekeeping room 
suitable for working man. 
Stove, fridge, everything fur. 
nished. Central location. 
Separate entrance, parklng and 
cablevlslon included. Phone 635. 
2145. (pB) 
47. Homes for Rent 
Small one becl'roorn furnished 
duplex for rent at 968 Mou.n.' 
talnvlew Blvd. Phone 635.2577. 
(elf) 
One bedroom home for rent. 
Partially furnished. Electric 
heat and close to town. Pnone 
635.2427 or 635-3058. (ctf) 
1 bedroom house for rent at 4639 
Kelth Ave. Phone 635.6334 
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. (cff) 
.For Rent: 5 bedroom house 
close to town and schools. Large 
lot and fruit trees. Phone 635. 
2665. (p4) 
48. Suites for Rent 
For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex. 
Frldge & stove included. In 
Thornhill. Phone 635.6694 after 
4. (p4) 
2 bedroom basement suite for 
rent. Frldge & stove included. 
$185 per month. Available on 
June Ist. No pets. 638.1786. (c4) 
LOW RENTAL 
Bachelor suites available for 
persons 55 and over In "The 
Willows", 3404 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. Apply Terrace 
Community Services, 4603D 
Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635. 
5135. (c9) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom suite. 
Frldge 8, Stove; Heat included. 
No pets. 635-9471. (sff) 
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  Cour t  
Apar tments .  Off ice No. 
2-~11 Scott. One, two  
and three  bedroom 
apar tments .  
635-5224 
Cedar Place 
Apar tments  
4631 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace,  B.C. 
635.7056 
New 1:2:anc1:3 I~ecl'~'~)rnsu|t'e,s 
for rent. Frldge "~/~ stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area 
sauna and "pool table. Only 
apartment In town with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(ctf) 
49. Homes for Sale 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home and 12x56 
complete addition containing 3 
bdrms., fireplace & wall to wall 
carpet on V~ acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, chicken house 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area, small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to 
all reasonable offers. Call 635. 
3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
weekends. (stf) 
3 bdrm. partial bsmt. Large lot. 
Owner leavlng soon . price 
lowered. A cozy 3 bedroom, 
modernly built home In 
Thornhlll. Features a lovely 
mural in living room - 
fireplace . dining rm. with 
! patio doors, sunde~k, lots of 
kitchen cupboards, attractive 
b~throom workshop 
laundry rm. This 1800 sq. ~t. 
home sits on two-thirds acrer.~ 
Furnished or unfurnished. 
Taxes $51.00 only. To view 
phone anytime: 
(c-is) 635-3986 
I 
51. Business Locations 
For Rent: Ground floor com- 
mercial or office space. 4646 
Lakelse. Phone 635.4925. (dr) 
I I I 
FOR RENT 
Approx. 600 ft. of office space. 
Prime Iocatloo. Phone 
635.2496 
(cff) 
5000 SQ. FT. WAREHOUSE 
SPACE WITH OR WITHOUT 
OFFICE SPACE. All or part. 
Very reasonable. Phone 635. 
7746. (c6) 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636 
Manager 
(ctf) 
I 
For rent at 4544 Lakelse Ave. 
Storage in attic. Garage & Approximately 500 sq. ft. of" 
workshop. View 2506 Kenney: 
Phone 635-2547. .$29,500. ~office space. Rear entrance, 
,: .~.. ~good for office or storage space. 
(p5,10,15,19) - :r.,~ [,Phone 635.5956. (c5) 
For Sale: a good huyl 3 52. Wanted to Rent 
bedroom non-basement home 
on 65x120 ft. lot. Excallent 
location. $28,000. F, urniture 
available. Phone 635-5339. (pg) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom home with 
finished basement. Close 
to .shopping, elementary and 
high school. To view phone 635. 
6610.. (p2,5,7,10) 
Family home on one acre on 
Bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable Ilvlng. 3 hedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638-1790. cff 
On Kleanza Drive 
1067 sq. ft. modular home on 
full basement. Includes 
fridge, stove, washer & dryer, 
3 bedrooms. Situated on 2.07 
acres with year.round creek"~ 
Mostly landscaped with good 
garden spot, greenhouse and 
tool shed. 
Asking $38,900 
Wlll consider mobile home or 
motor home as down 
payment. For more In- 
formation phone 
(p13) 635-3469 
WANTED "" 
4 bedroom furnished or semi. 
furnished house out-of.town as' 
soon as possible. Phone Allan at. 
635-6357 after 2 p.m. (stf) 
$5. Property  for Sale 
One lot. 75'x16O' wlth septic tank 
and water system for sale. In 
Woodland Heights Subdivision. 
Phone 635.2845. (pB) 
For Sale: lot. Size 132'x319'. Tax 
$150. Legal lot 30 OP parcel I DL 
615 PL 4490. 2907 Skeooa St., 
Terrace. Write: Harry, 16308- 
112th St., Edmonton, Alberta. 
(pB) 
Illness forced sale of 400 acre 
hay ranch. All amenities. 3 
bedroom home. Streams, 
corrals, etc. In Bulkley Valley. 
$185,000. Into Box 413, Telkwa, 
B.C. V0J 2X0. (p4) 
For Sale: 80 acres with 25'i(33' 
frame cabin and other out. 
buildings approx. 10 acres 
cleared In Rosswoed. 28 miles 
north of Terrace. Phone 638.1768 
after 6 p.m. (c:22) 
56. Business OPportunity 
.For Sale: Older rental unlt for 
sale. Four 2 bedroom suites. 
Good tocatlon. Priced to sell, 
Phone 635.9471. (sff) 
For Sale: Jewellery.Glff store. 
Good lease. Contact Wayne A. 
Makl Jewellers, Box 277, 
Salmon Arm, B.C. V0E 2T0. 
(p4) 
(clf) 
For ~ Sale: a 70 Ford ~,~ ton for 
parts and a 67 Pontiac for parts. 
Phone 638.8276 after 6 p.m. 
(ctf) 
REPOSSESSION FOR SALE 
I.H.C. Tandem Dump Truck, 
1973 I.H.C. pickup, 1971 Ford 
Pinto, 1974 12x68 Vista Villa 
Mobile Home. Phone 635~110. 
After 5.  635.9405. (ctf) 
1974 Ford 1 too flaMeck. Big 
motor, 4 speed, duals, low 
mileage. Asking ~1200. Phone 
624.9494 collect, evenings. "(p6) 
For Sale: 1969 Cadillac. Ex- 
cellent condition. ~08.  Phone 
635.3575. (cl,3,5) 
1972 International travelall for 
sale. Call 635.2405. (p4) 
1974 Bobcat. Standard tran. 
smluioo, radial tires. S2,000. 
Photle 635.3178 after 6 p.m. 1973 
Arctic Cat 400. Has seen very 
Ilflle use. $800. (clf) 
For Sale: 1975 Chevelle Malibu 
classic 2 dr. P.S., P.B., auto, 
tape deck. Reasonable. Phone 
635.2691. (p4,9) 
2 studded spares c-w 11'6" 
Security camper. Has 4 burner 
stove and oven, 2 way fridge, 
furnace, excellent condition. 
Phone 635-3163. (pS) 
1972 GMC Jimmy 4x4. Excellent 
condition. P.S., P.B., hubs, 
automatic transmisslon, 350 4- 
BBL., headers. Phone 635.6845. 
(p4) 
$4OO OFF 
FOR QUICK SALE 
1972 Chev Impala. One owner. 
Less than 47,000 miles. Includes" 
snow tires. $1,936 Including tax. 
Cash or certified cheque only. 
No deferred payments. Phone 
John Bostln 
635.3198 
(CS) 
For Sale: 1968 International Vz 
ton. V.8 automatic. Phone 635- 
3370. ctf 
Consign your car, truck o r  
trailer. Let a professional sell It. 
for you. 
Copper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
635-4373 
DL 00685A 
ctf 
Lease & Used 
Cars for  Sale 
1973 Chev 4x4 
1972 Mazda Pickup with 30" 
canopy. 
1975 Malibu 4 door classic, V.8, 
auto. 
1974 Mazda Rotary ,Pickup. 
1972 Chevelle H.T., V-E, auto, 
P.S. 
1974 Chevelle Mallbu Coupe 
1974 Olds 4 door sedan, air 
cond. 
1974 G.M.C. =/4 to.n 4x4. 
1970 Datsun P.U. - $345.00 
1970 Chevelle Wagon. Rebuilt 
motor and rearend. 
1976 Chev Van. V.8, auto, 11,00( 
miles. 
i967 Mercury Cougar 2 dr. 
H.T. 
To View 
Copper Mountain Ent. Ud 
3026 Hwy. 16 E. 
635-4373 
DL ~A 
1972 Datsun Pickup. 1974 
Datsun 2 door. 1973 Ford 
crewcab, 1973 Ford =/4 ton. Call 
635.~L~.or 2609 Skeena St. (ctf) 
For Sale: 36 passenger school 
bus. Phone 638;2500 till 5 p.m. 
635.6937. evenings.. (ctf) 
PRICED FOR QUICK 
SALE  
1964 Mercury 750 Tandem 
dump truck In good runnl.g 
¢onditlun. 
635-7838 
df 
For Sale- 1971 Toyota Corolla. 
Excellent condition. 34,000 
pavement miles. Phone 635. 
4704. (p2,5) 
For Saie: 1973 610 Datsun 4 
door. Excellent shape. Radio, 8 
track, rear speakers, new 
studded tires mounted on rims. 
Phone 635.7949. pS 
For Sale: 1975 Mustang I I Mach 
I. 302, V-8. Very good shape. 
Financing possible. Call 635- 
daytime. 635-9797'evenings. 
1968 International 1/2 ton V.8 
auto. 635.3378. (ctf 1,3,5) 
For Sale: 1972 Mazda 808. Good 
shape. Call 635.7996 after 5. (p 
1,5) 
I 
1969 Chev % ton Camper sport 
truck. New palnt, low mileage, 2 
studded spares, "c.w 11'6" 
Security Camper. Has 4 bm'ner 
stove & oven, 2.way frldge, 
furnace. Excellent condition: 
Phone 635.3163. (p ~,5) 
REALTY  LTD.  '1 
Phone: 632-6185 
SOUTH SHORE LAKELSE 
WATERFRONT 
Large well constructed 
summer cottage. Propane 
lights, stove and fridge. 
Deeded land - taxes $194. 
Contact any ML5 Agent. 
$20,000. 
DUNN STREET 
A home with the room for a 
large family. Electrical heat. 
Three bedrooms up, two 
bedrooms and family room 
down. $59,500. 
DROP IN FoR A FREE CATALOGUE 
330 C ITY  CENTRE,  K IT IMAT,  B.C. 
H.J. (Herb) Joh neton 632-281S 
D.R. (Dave) Barclay 632.3668 
K.D. (Kay) Schooley 632.6692 
R.E. (Ed) Scaife 632.6092 
I I I 
t 
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allow these as a phermacare passes the rate of lob creation, (De Gaulle shouted "Viva le 
benefit on an Indlvideal heels youth unemployment wil l  be a Quebec libra" from the balcony 
only, and following receipt Of a problem." of Montreal city hall In 1967. 
wrlflen request from an M.D." T h • b e b y - b o o m The Selperatlst remark soured 
Vender Zalm removed over- generation France.canadian relations 
had faced the first cycle of high for 
t h e-c o u n t • r drugs from Ioblosenoss and e second might' years.) 
Pharmacare after It was found follow for the children resulting "That's what despairs me as 
that costs sky-rucketed when a French Carjpdi~n. That's why 
non.prescr ipt ion drugs, from the baby boom. wer--, "u'v i I 
CONTINENTAL 
Bank given chditer 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The New delay."would harm a Canadian shareholder could control. 
Democrstlc Party has dropped company and Its 3,000 employ- Sa|tsman said IAC agreed to 
Its opposition to a federal char- eas." 
tar for the Continental Bank of The NDP has been filibuster- ninemultitudeamendmentsof mlnorC°ncerningpolnte, a 
The  In ter  a t lona l  
Economic 
Summit begins Sat -day at 10 
Downing St., the hc ne of Brit. 
ish prime minister,. Callnghen 
end three other surf qlt parflc!- 
pants--canada's P, me Minis- 
ter Trudeau, Jepar~ ;e premier 
Takeo Fukuda and F ,y Jenkins, 
president of the Bur ~an Cam- 
men Market Camml don-have 
vlsltod Carter at 'he White 
House. 
of several countries. 
The subject of Quebec separa- 
tism may also come up during 
Trudeau's trip. 
Anarmed forces aircraft left 
Ottawa shortlyafter noon car- 
rying the Trudeau entourage to 
Iceland, the first etoD on the 
tour. 
Trudeau is to attend the west- 
ern economic summit center- 
ence in London Saturday and 
Sunday with the leaders of the 
U.S., Brlteln, France, West 
Germany, Italy and Japan. 
Next Tuesday 11e wlll attend 
openlng day proceedings of the 
North Atlantic Counclh polltlcal 
arm of the North Atlantic 
• Treaty Organlzatlon, wlth most 
of hls fellow leaders. 
TALK ECONOMICS 
Canadian offlclals sald the 
London talks will be confined to 
economic Issues, although U.S. 
Presldent Jimmy Carter has 
sald human rights will also be 
dlscussad. 
Next Thursday and Friday 
Trudeau will visit France and 
'conferat a lunch with President 
Valery Glscard d'Estalng. This 
meeting has taken on added sig- 
nificance because of the warm 
welcome the French extended 
to Claude Morln, Quebec minis. 
tar of intergovernmental af- 
fairs, on his recent visit to 
Paris. 
There will be separate meat. 
lags between Trudeau and most 
of the other leaders In both Lea- 
don and Paris, officials said. 
Trudeau was to spend most of 
today in iceland for a day of 
officials talks and sightseeing 
before moving on to the eco- 
nomhc meeting In London. 
Premi )re 
reiec t 
separa tists 
McCOLL ~. . .  party flrmnca critic InglntheHommtoprevent.s- " l  am satisfied they have 
M a x Saltsman announced sage of • bill allowing IAC to go gone as far as they can go to 
Thursday. As a result, the new .ahead with Its.plans. BecauM It meet Our oblectlons and still. 
REAL  ESTATE SERVICES bank could get parliamentary: Isapr lvatebl lh  Ilmlteddobet- convert thomselves to a bank," 
A,J, McCaLL (Notary Public) epprov, al soon, lag  time Is allocated, he said. 
seltsman seld In the ,Cam- Social Credit members, who 
635.6131 mons that IAC Ltd., which Is STALLED THURSDAY plan to stall passage of the bill 
seaklng to set up e wholly- The blll was stalled at eecond- for as long as possible, eald In 
;We are now set up and ready to serve you in our owned subsidiary celled Coati- reading Thursday, and It Will be the Commons that they oppose 
nental Bank which would theft at least two weeks before It can another I~nk which would only 
new location at absorb IAC, had agreed to a formally be 'referred to com- strengthen the monopolistic 
3239'A KALUM STREET number of changes asked for by mitres for clause.by.clause stranglehold of these In- 
the NDP. study and amendment, etltutlens. 
~ But what finally made the The NDP objected to propes- " i f  we accept this hellk, we 
JUST LISTED LAKELSE LAKE party che.~ge Its mind was the elk In the bill that would ex- will have to accept 150 others," 
government anneuncemont that erupt the Continental Bank for said Charles.Arthur Gauthler 
~m~. . . , . , . , .~  WJ~ ' ! i "~:~ adoptlon of a new Bank Act wlll Initial'perlods from Bank Act: (Roberval). 
'~ ~:~ ; bedeloyed at least until next provisions forbidding Inter- |  TRUCKS ~;~:~.  . March locking directorships with trust 
g l l~e~'~?~" ~ ' 1 ~  Saltsman said In an interview mmpanlas and setting at lO per .  
~I :  ~ll~ r~ i~;~ the NDP decided that such a , t tM maximum Interest any 
Sheriff suspended 
LONDON tAP) -- President 
Carter arrived Thursday on his 
first overseas mission since tak- 
Ing office. He said he has 
brought with .him "new In- 
Itiatives" for a weekend eco- 
namlc meating of seven of the 
world's richest countries. 
Carter said the talks are 
aimed at solving unemployment 
and curbing the "rampant roh-' 
blng of people by Inflation." 
He was greeted at Heathrow 
airport near here by British 
Prime Minister James Callog. 
hen, who welcomed Carter on 
behalf of Europe. 
Carter's first act In Brlfoln 
was to kiss a lady--Phyllis 
Lady Stedman, a 63-year-old 
baroness who represented the 
Queen at an alrport ceremony 
welcoming the president. 
Carter plans to spend today 
on a sight.seeing tour In north- 
eastern England. 
He Is to meat with the "sum- 
mit seven" Saturday and Sun- 
day and hold private talks Men- 
clay with the leaders of Britain, 
Prance and West Germany on 
such Issues as Berlin and the 
spread of nuclear technology. 
GOES TO GENEVA 
Carter also will visit Geneva, 
Switzerland, where he wlll meet 
with Syrian President Hafez As- 
sad to discuss Carter's efforts 
to convenea Geneva conference 
on the Middle East. 
From Geneva, Carter will re- 
turn to London for a meeting of 
foreign ministers in the North 
Atlantic Treaty 
Orgonlzatlon 
(NATO) to discuss arms sales, 
standardization of weapons and 
NATO's ability to defend West- 
.era Europe. 
By STEVE KERS 'ETTER 
BRANDON, Mar- (CP) - -  
The premiers of th( sour west- 
ern proclncas rele~ ed Thurs- 
day the Idea of Q Jbec Inde- 
pendence followed y an ace- 
nomlc asaoclat ,n w i th  
Canada. 
At the same time, hey celled 
for changes In C( federaffon 
that would see strm let prov!n- 
clal governments, r ore recag- 
nltlon of roglenal ne fs  and less 
centralization of I~ mr In Ot- 
tawa. 
The statement cal • In one of 
a series of commun ues Issued 
at the end of the : "st day of 
meet ings  I e tween 
Manitoba 
Premier Ed Schre, ~r and hls 
counterparts Allan lakeney of 
Saskatchewan, Pete Loughaed 
of Alberta and Bill Bennett of 
British Columbia. 
I 
i 
This J comfortable 3 10drm. : " :  ~ '~:  ' :  
home on nice lot with 
hackyard full of fruit trees • 
new carpet and cushion floor. 
Fireplace, fence(J yard.  
Carport. Make an offer In low 
thirties. " 
I 
Bonnie Shaw Night Phones 63s.6970 
:Bud M©Coll 635-2662 , , 
This 1200 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. 
located on paved dsedend Excel lent recreational  
street In excellent neigh- residence with 80' °f lake C A R S  
borhood. Larg'e lot frontage with southern ex. 
beautifully landscaped. Wired pusure. Read access right to VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A dep- released. 
workshop- tool shed, fireplace front door. All cabin furniture uty sheriff has been suspended Deenl:, Shoppard, assaclete 
In living ream. Priced to sell Included. Propane ft. & stove, for three days without pey for d • p u t y attorney-general In ! 9 7 6 F I 0 0 S PEC O,L 
at ,9,500. Yours for only 126,000. nottaklngstenderd precautions charge of court sarvlcee, said 1975 Granada SPECIAL  
• r to prevent the escape of a prls- Wednesdays report eft bungling 2 Door, V8, Automat ic  V8 Automat ic  
oner In hlscustody In March. In the sheriffs' service has re- Bucket Seats  t I4E~gs  OO Power steering, Power brakes . t1414 9~ Oe 
75'x20o' lot on Sande Blvd. 70'x300' lot near golf course - ' The sheriff's name:was not suited In a warning SPEC ekL 
Includes well w.punnp, septic, on water system. Septic & 1974 F250 
system. Large frame bldg. hydro on property. Small ~ 1972 Bu ick  SPECIAL  t1~1 ~ D~ Oe 
Owner anxious. Asklng$10,000 frame house on posts. All ~ U N DAN C E Door Nard.. q ,99S"  4Spd, V. Radio 
make an offer, yours for $10,000. S Stereo tape, Power Windows i 974  F 100 SPEC ~,L 
V8 Auto, Radio 
QUIET STREE'I' NEARLYNEW SK I  G. SPORTS , Low Mileage ql~Fl] 9~ee 
NIl  In Opening 
for n Permanent 
SALZ:SCLZ:R[ Porker Lye. 
3. bedroom, full basement, 
wall to wall carpets i ce  Cent re - 'K i t imat  ~ ~  
fireplace, carport, on paved ApPly at ° "~ i oeal~r 
streetnear schools. All this ' Par t ,  Sa les  ~ F 
and at a prlce you can atford. 1786 [akolso Ave.'rorm©o - 181 . ,icenc, 
Pb. 655-6848 632 6 632 6182 .o. GOB sA 
THE HERALD,'Tuesday, May 3, 1977, PAGE AS 
WORLD TOURS 
THE FIJI ISLANDS CP Air 
SPEND 17 GL ORIO US DAYS IN FIJI 
compliments of 
WORLD TOURS, i)P AIR & NEW QUADRA TRAVEL 
THIS DRAW AND MANY MORE WILL BE HELD AT THE 
TERRACE AND DIS TRIC T ]A YCEES 
Pacific Northwest 
Trad s Fair  
MAY 21 - 22-  23, 1977 
OTHER DRAW PRIZES INCLUDE: 
6 OU, FT, KENMORE MICROWAVE OVEN 
from SIMPSON SEARS 
LADIES' OR MEN'S MADE-TO-MEASURE SUIT 
from TAYLOR'S MEN'S WEAR 
AMBASSADOR 7000 SALMON REEL WITH A 
EXHIBITORS INFORMATION 
AVAILABLE 
by writing to: 
HARDY 10-10 SALMON ROD 
from ALL SEASONS SPORTING 600DS 
THE TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT ]AYCEES 
BOX 27, TERRACE, B.C. 
or by phoning: 
635-3863 - DAYTIME 
635-3823- EVENINGS 
